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MISSION UNDERSTANDING

A Communications Strategy for the National Parole Board

"The Board shall institute and maintain a
program of public information . . . "
Regulation 26, Parole Act of Canada

"We will strive to be open and accountable to the public for our activities while
respecting the individual's right to privacy and protection. We will also strive
to enhance public understanding and acceptance of our role through active,
responsive and honest communication . . •"
Mission Document of the National Parole Board

John Braithwaite

September, 1988
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MISSION UNDERSTANDING
A Communications Strategy for the National Parole Board
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report stems from the obvious *need and the expressed desire for the National
Parole Board to develop more accurate perceptions and greater appreciation of conditional
release in Canada.
SECTION I

-

Observations, Issues and Opportunities

Introduction

This paper presents several major policy organizational concepts and numerous
specific initiatives that, taken together, will provide the National Parole Board with an
overall strategy for the more effective communication of its Mission.
The ultimate crucial test will be whether or not it will gain for the Board greater
accuracy of appreciation and understanding (hence the teim - Mission "Understanding").

These proposals were developed during a time when the organization was
experiencing major difficulties. In the aftermath of the Ruygrok Inquiry, there were a
number of serious, even tragic, incidents including the Stanton case and the ensuing
reaction of Toronto residents and the national media. In the background was the Report of
the Canadian Sentencing Commission calling for the abolition of parole. Also the Standing
House Committee on Justice and the Solicitor General was in the process of conducting
public hearings focussing in large part on the whole question of conditional release. In
addition to this, there was a change in leadership of the National Parole Board itself.
Moreover, there is an abundance of clear evidence that there exists a great need for
more effective communication. For example, the public believes that 30% - 100% of
reported crime involves violence rather than the actual 6%. The public view is that about
50% of parolees reoffend when in actual fact only about 5% reoffend.
actuallyTihs.e public estirnates the incidence of violent crime to be five times greater than it
The National Parole Board, in a Gallup Survey, ranked last behind police, courts,
correctional institutions and parole supervision in terms of citizen satisfaction.

Even with inmates of federal institutions there are major communication gaps:
the majority of inmates have an inadequate knowledge of parole, scoring
between 7 and 11 on an 18-point factual lcnowledge index.
50% of the inmate respondents first learned about parole from "the street or
other inmates".

4

87% of the inmates polled claimed they had never attended an information
session on parole.
65% of the respondents stated that their families had never been contacted
by parole authorities and did not feel well informed.

Nevertheless, there are hopeful signs that communications initiatives could bring
greater understanding and support. In a Gallup Poll conducted for the Canadian Criminal
Justice Association in the fall of 1987, 77% were in favour of non-violent offenders being
released on parole and 68% of respondents felt that there should be more emphasis on
rehabilitation within the total correctional process.
While 70% of those polled felt that too many offenders were released on parole, the
majority, 52%, admitted that they were concentrating on violent offenders when they gave
this opinion.
Optimists are inclined to say that there are no problems, only opportunities. In this
area, significant, stated commitments, actual achievements and supportive trends can be
identified.
The regulations require that: "The Board shall institute and maintain a program of
public information..." (Regulation 26, Parole Act of Canada).
The Mission Document gives clear direction. "We will strive to be open and
accountable to the public for our activities while respecting the individual's right to privacy
and protection. We will also strive to enhance public understanding and acceptance of our
role through active, responsive and honest communication ..." (Mission Document of the
National Parole Board).
The Report of the House Standing Committee on Justice and the Solicitor General,
entitled Taking Responsibility, endorses a strong communication effort. Two of the
principles forming the basis of its understanding at the successive stages of sentencing,
corrections and conditional release." (Principle 1) and, "Participants in the criminal justice
system must put greater emphasis on public education." (Principle 11).
Noting that the evolution of sound gove rn ment policy is dependent on an informed
public, the very first recommendation of the report states:
"The Comrnittee recommends that all federal participants in the criminal justice
system (Department of Justice, the RCMP, the Correctional Service of Canada, the
National Parole Board, and the Ministry Secretariat of the Solicitor General of
Canada) make public education about the operation of the criminal justice system,
including the myths and realities which surround it, a high priority through:
(a)

the effective use of their own communication capacities (print, radio, video
and TV); and

(b)

their financial and other support of the voluntary section, so that citizens in
local communities may be more actively engaged in activities which increase
their understanding of the criminal justice system."

5

That same report commends the efforts already achieved by the National Parole
Board. It pays particular tribute to the development and distribution of the Mission
Document as well as other informational packages, including three volumes of briefing
books prepared for the Committee; the policy on victim representation; and policy on risk
assessment for release decisions. "The National Parole Board is to be commended for
these laudable efforts at malcing its activities more visible to the public."
Nevertheless, much more needs to be done. Of great future assistance to the Board
in developing a communications strategy is the recent Government Communications Policy
approved June 22, 1988. That policy is based on the principle that government has a clear
responsibility to ensure that information about federal policies, programs and services is
made available. This principle of openness in government enables informed public
participation in the formulation of government policy, ensures fairness in government
decision-making, enables the public to assess the government's performance, and promotes
accountability on the part of the government.
The policy also makes it clear that communications planning, coordination and
execution are integral to effective management. This means that communications must be
integrated into corporate management. It also means that communications personnel have
the responsibility to assess the public environment in which they operate and provide input
to developing policy.
There should be an appropriate distribution of communications resources between
Headquarters and the Regions; regional and functional spokespersons should be
designated; and a strategic communications plan should be developed in conjunction with
the multi-year operational plan.
One of the key elements is the concept that the public environment be monitored as
a means of anticipating issues and picking up messages. "Such scanning is crucial to
responsive communications."
The communications function is described as one that "ensures the public receives
information about government programs and policies and that citizens' concerns are taken
into account in their development." The function includes:

1

a.

communications research and analysis that monitors and analyzes the public
environment and evaluates communications programs;

b.

communications advice to Ministers and management on policy programs
and public issues;

c.

communications planning in the development of corporate and program
communications plans that are responsive to public concerns; and

d.

the management of communications to apply the principles and practices of
good management to the coordination of research and analysis, planning
and advice, as well as to communications programs and activities.

6

All of this is to be carried out in an assertive and positive approach, especially in
advice and support to Ministers, heads and program managers. Assertiveness in media
relations is emphasized.
All of these timely developments coincide with the commitment to develop a
communications plan as one of the leading corporate objectives for this fiscal year.
Objectives and Goals

In an attempt to deterrnine where we are and where we want to be, a list of current
issues was developed along with a statement of objectives. This was subsequently shared
with Board members and staff and the following issues were defined and listed in priority

sequence:

1.

Fear of violent crime stemming from (A) lack of public understanding of the
Criminal Justice System in general; and resulting in (B) the proposed
eli mination of parole.

2.

The need to accept, implement and promote the Mission Document.

3.

The need of the Board and staff to develop and reflect a corporate united
response to issues and challenges.

4.

The need to ensure that the concept of "protection of society" is focussed on
the planned, timely, and supervised reintegration of the offender.

5.

The need to reduce perceived inequities in the National Parole Board
decision-making process.

6.

The very real need in the implementation of the Mission Document to ensure
that the needs of specific significant groups are addressed.

7.

The tendency to assess current operations or tactics without an adequate
consideration of what needs to be done or future strategy.

8.

Finally, there is the increasing need to develop a cohesive and informed
Board and staff capable of providing factual information in a sincere,
planned and professional manner to the media, the general public and
specific groups.

An overall objective, with related contributing goals, was articulated as follows:

To develop and deliver a cohesive, planned, informed communications program
capable of providing factual information in a sincere, effective and professional
manner to the media, specific interested groups, and the general public in order to
develop an accurate perception and appreciation of the role, mission and functioning
of the National Parole Board as an integral part of the Criminal Justice System.
While the Standing Committee commended the Board, they went on to say that
further steps are necessary to make the Board more effective and better understood. To do
this, other subsidiary goals must be realized, and these include:
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1.

Develop an imaginative communications program reflecting the Mission
Document that is both responsible and responsive to the Canadi an public.

2.

Work in cooperation and coordination with other governmental,
professional and voluntary organizations to create a better understanding of
the true threat of violent crime in order that the fear of violence not dominate
perceptions of the Criminal Justice System and generate unrealistic demands
for "reforms."

3.

Focus on preserving the concept and practice of discretionary conditional
release and the underlying, fundamental belief that offenders can be
successfully re-established in the community as law-abiding citizens.'

4.

Develop an internal communications program to ensure understanding of
policy and programs and enable an increased number of Board and staff
members to serve as effective spokespersons.

5.

Address perceived inequities in the parole decision-making process in
relation to both specific groups of offenders and specific regions.

6.

Emphasize that the concept of protection of society encompasses everyone
including victims, local communities, staff and inmates in institutions,
offenders and their families. Society is best served and protected by a
carefully planned, timed, supervised return of the offender to the
community.

7.

Continue to develop an effective strategic planning or "scanning" capability
to predict and prepare for developments that will affect the future operations
of the Board.

8.

Increase knowledge of parole and the actual incidence of violent crime in
Canadian society.

9.

Take the necessary initiatives to strengthen existing positive relationships,
win new friends and reduce enmity.

10.

Marshall the means and the people to gather the necessary information;
translate it into effective messages; transmit it to the appropriate audiences;
and generally facilitate the implementation of the communications plan.

Timing

It is noted that the timing for the development of an overall communications strategy
or plan is fortuitous. This opinion is based on the confluence of a number of initiatives
In doing this, care will have to be taken to minimize the concern or accusation that such
a focus is devoted entirely to self-preservation. In this regard, it is helpful to note that
the Standing Committee supports the retention of parole and rejects "the counsel of
despair" offered by those who subscribe to the view that "nothing works."
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including the recent Government Communications Policy and the Report of the House
Standing Committee.
Resources

Specific resource requirements have not been defined. These can best be defined
once the Board has developed a specific viable plan.
Nevertheless, there is one underlying certainty and that is that significant additional
resources will be required if the Board is to meet its own stated commitments contained in
regulations and in the Mission Document; meet the requirements of new developments,
such as those contained in the Report, Taking Responsibility; and gain the understanding,
support and participation of Canadians.
While more resources are required, some of the need might be met through
redistribution or coordinated common efforts. For example, it is noted that the Correctional
Service of Canada currently has a Task Force addressing communications, and it could
well be that, at least on a pilot project basis, a communications unit could be established
pooling the resources of at least the Correctional Service of Canada and the National Parole
Board, if not the further resources represented by regional consultants of the Ministry of
the Solicitor General.
In addition, specific consideration is given to a more coordinated, planned role for
temporary and possibly community Board members as key spokespersons for the Board
with whom they already have an affinity or career-based relationship.
Media Relations

The National Parole Board has little or no difficulty obtaining media attention.
Unfortunately, most of that attention is focussed on sensational and sometimes tragic
occurrences. As a result, it is understandable that the public perception of conditional
release tends to be negative.
If the Board is to be open and accountable, or responsive and responsible, better
ways must be found to provide the public with a clearer perception of the Board's role,
mission and functions. This includes expanding the image of the Board beyond that of an
organization that "... lets criminals loose" to one that requires and carefully considers the
development of specific release plans designed to protect the community and promote the
like li hood of the parolee operating as a law-abiding citizen.
A continuous, assertive effort must be made on a consistent basis to build positive
relationships and enhance public understanding and acceptance. This will require the
support and involvement of all Board members and many staff with the total effort
coordinated through sound, consistent leadership.
Organization

At both the national and the regional level, the communications function tends to be
diffused and inconsistent. Frequently, it is dictated by external events and can be
characterized as more "reactive" than assertive, planned and coordinated.
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At the Headquarters level, there is a need for one person to be designated as
responsible for the communications program. This functional responsibility and
accountability must also be reflected in the regions.
This concept of sole responsibility for communications is required to replace the
seemingly "other related duties" concept that currently prevails. Government
communications policy will defy implementation if strong leadership and coordination is
not provided by specific individuals having communications as their sole responsibility.
There is also a need to consider the placement of the communications function in the
media centres of Canada. The Report also suggests that serious consideration be given to
the establishment of a Regional pilot project in which the communications resources
currently represented by the National Parole Board, the Correctional Service of Canada,
and the Regional Consultation Centre become a "combined operation" and be subsequently
evaluated for possible implementation across the country.
Fire Prevention Environmental Scanning/Communications Sensitivity
-

It is noted that the National Parole Board is well served with its current
environmental scanning and future planning component.
However, this capacity could be greatly enhanced through a closer involvement
with the communications unit which, under the new government policy on communications
has a responsibility to analyze public attitudes and offer timely advice on emerging issues.
This is the "fire prevention" aspect of communications.
Orientation Program

An orientation program has been developed as a result of the Government
Communications Policies which involves an intensive training course and the Board is
encouraged to ensure that all members and staff having responsibility for communications
be provided the opportunity to participate in this prog-ram.
Open and Accountable Appointment Process

The Report of the House Standing Committee on Justice and the Solicitor General
raised the question of the appointment process. A survey of media representatives,
including editorial writers, provided the view that too many media representatives see
Parole Board members as "political hacks" who subsequently, in the colourful expression
of one witness (before the House Committee) "act as if they were anointed rather than
appointed."
This has prompted the observation that not only should the criteria for Parole Board
members be adhered to, as recommended by the House Standing Committee, but that
consideration might also be given to a screening process carried out by an independent
objective committee, similar to the process now used for the appointment of federal judges.
The Risk of Protection of Society

It is suggested that the National Parole Board seeks to be seen and, in great measure
is seen, as a manager of risk to society.

-
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While this concept is fundamental to the perception of the Board, it can also lead to
the impression, in the face of subsequent incidents, that the Board is failing to do its job.
It is suggested that the Board should also be seen, in greater measure than at
present, as having concern for the victim and for resources to enhance the return of the
offender to the community as a law-abiding citizen.
It is then suggested that for the most effective "positioning" or perception of the
Board, consideration should be given to the development of "three Rs". The first, of
course, is risk assessment, and the others could well be reconciliation and resources to
enhance the return of the offender to the community as a law-abiding citizen.
It is clearly stated while these proposed initiatives are not absolute requisites to
gaining greater understanding, they carry the potential, if implemented, to greatly increase
the likelihood of achieving public support. The overall objective is reiterated and there is
extensive discussion reflecting the results of a number of assessments of public
understanding or attitudes relative to violent crime, the criminal justice system in general,
and conditional release in particular. The conclusion is drawn that there is a major
challenge facing the Board in its communications endeavours and that a relatively small
number of sensational tragedies can and may yet eclipse the general record of responsibility
and effectiveness. Unfortunately, an ounce of image seems to be worth a pound of
performance. Fortunately, the Board has a good record; the key is to effectively present
that performance record to the public.
SECTION II

Key Message Key Publics
-

The development of a communications strategy involves two basic questions:

1.

What message is to be transmitted?

2.

To whom and how is the message to be given?

It is emphasized that a crucial message to emphasize throughout future endeavours
is that conditional release is one of the more successful elements of the criminal justice
system.
Moreover, the public needs to be reminded that the National Parole Board has the
authority to ensure that some offenders serve their full sentences, if the risk is considered
sufficiently great.
The key message to be emphasized in this endeavour is that eventually the vast
majority of inmates are coming out and it is the National Parole Board that makes the
crucial decisions as to who enters the community on parole - when the entry is made and
under what conditions - with what expectations in terms of risk, in terms of reconciliation,
and in terms of rehabilitation.

-11-

The overall strategy that the Board must pursue is short and simple. In three
words, it is "inform the public!" By courageously and consistently pursuing a commitment
to this ideal, the Board can:
a.

confront its critics;

b.

maintain its supporters; and

c.

seek new friends.

No communications strategy can raise perception above operational practice. When
the Board errs, the results are written large for all to see. On a less dramatic level, an
unreturned phone call or a less than sensitive response by a Board member or employee can
make a mockery of the Mission Document. Communications strategy and operations must
be melded to fulfill the Mission Document.
Recommendations
While a number of specific initiatives designed to enhance communications with
selected key publics are needed, the following recommendations apply in relation to all
communications efforts.
1.

Strategy - A comprehensive communications strategy should be endorsed
that is consistent with governmental policy, the Parole Act, the Mission
Document and the strategic corporate objectives.

2.

Responsibility - The communications unit should have primary
responsibility and control over the delivery of communication activities.
The communications services should comply with Government Policy on
Communications; be aware of all communication activities that relate to the
Board; and exercise functional initiative and leadership in relationship to
these activities.

3.

Accountability - Coupled with leadership comes accountability and there
should be a full-time permanent administrator/coordinator at the national
level with regional counterparts to implement the approved communications
strategy.

4.

Regional spokespersons should be designated and provided with
appropriate print and audio-visual material. They should receive regular
revised, timely updates on operational statistics and new policy and program
developments.

5.

Guidelines - Guidelines should be developed by communications services to
assist Board, staff and volunteers in the implementation and continuing
development of a sound communications program.

6.

Training and Development - All staff and Board members involved in the
communications program should receive, as quicldy as possible, training
offered in the Communications Orientation Program. Subsequent training
should be based on evaluated need.
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7.

Evaluation - A continuing evaluation process, for reviewing the
effectiveness of communication activities, meeting the requirements of the
Privy Council, and using feedback from the target publics, should be
initiated as soon as possible.

8.

Annual Planning and Assessment - As part of the required communications
planning process, there should be an annual planning exercise, with the full
participation of regions, that flows from the evaluation process but also
articulates goals for the coming year and defines the resources required to
pursue these goals.

9.

Resources - Specific resource requirements should be specified, once the
Board endorses a set of initiatives, and these should be included in the
Strategic Communications Plan related to the annual MYOP.

10.

Issue Identification - The functions of environmental scanning and public
opinion/media analysis, along with regional input, should be coordinated by
an Issues Group. (Possibly composed of the Executive Committee
augmented by representatives of the scanning and communications
functions.)

11.

Theme - In all facets of the communications program, emphasis must be
placed on the successful contribution the Board makes to an effective
criminal justice system with its demonstrated concern for: risk to the public;
reconciliation with the victim and society; and return of the offender to
society as a law-abiding citizen.

12.

Commitment - In its communications, the Board must arduously pursue,
with courage that will be tested and commitment that will be challenged, the
demanding reality of being responsive and responsible.

13.

Cooperation - The National Parole Board should consider closer worldng
relationships with other communication elements of the Ministry - especially
the Correctional Service of Canada, including: (A) a pilot project in the
Pacific Region of a single communications unit serving at least the
Correctional Service of Canada and the National Parole Board, if not the
Regional Consultation Centre; (B) a process to enable Citizen Advisory
Councils to make proposals and recommendations to the Board; and (C) a
shared Communications Training Program to ensure greater mutual
understanding.

14.

Coordination - The National Parole Board should play a major role in
revitalizing the Ministerial Communications Committee to comply with
government policy, better use resources and coordinate effort. To enhance
the concept of a meeting of peers, the position of Chairperson might be
rotated.

15.

Consultation - The National Parole Board should consider with other
communication elements of the Ministry, a Communications/Media

Advisory Council with representation from Privy Council, other
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gove rn ment departments, private enterprise, the media and university
schools of journalism, criminology and administration.
With these prerequisites in place, the Board will be in a position to address key
publics in a promising and productive manner.
These recommendations and specific initiatives for key publics will provide focus
and direction to the communications function.
Reaching Out

A number of key publics, identified and listed in order of priority, was developed in
consultation with both Board and staff members. The form, approach and means will vary
from group to group. However, the universal element is the key message and the
principles and values incorporated in the Mission Document.
The critical key publics or participants identified in consultation with Board and
staff members are:
1.

the Minister, other elected officials and members of the Senate;

2.

Board and staff members of the National Parole Board;

3.

special publics, including voluntary agencies, special interest groups,
advisory bodies, the media, service clubs and individual volunteers;

4.

the general public;

5.

inmates and parolees;

6.

international colleagues.

A rationale is provided for both the selection and ranldng of these publics and
participants.
In relation to each of these groups, a number of initiatives have been identified.
Some initiatives represent new depa rt ures; others represent a refinement, coordination or
expansion of existing initiatives; some call for reinforcing current efforts; some will have a
national application; others a regional thrust; but all will represent a positive effort to be
open, accountable, understood and supported. They are a catalogue of some constructive
communications activities with a potential to improve the current situation. In their total
impact, they should reach as many Canadians as possible and involve the contribution of
most Board and staff members.
In relation to special publics, including voluntary agencies and special interest
groups, there is an attempt to focus specific endeavours on the media, the Correctional
Service of Canada, victims groups, women, natives, the judiciary, police and the
educational community.

- 14 -

An Observation

These proposed initiatives represent considerable demand on time, money and
expertise. However, without an expanded expenditure of effort and resources, the
glimpses of parole afforded Canadians will continue to be news of tragic offences
committed by very few of those on conditional release.
Conditional release programs cannot exist without the support and participation of
the public. That support and participation will not be forthcoming if parole and other
conditional release programs are not fully understood. To achieve that understanding will
demand imagination and integrity, but also an influx of resources.
SECTION III The End of the Beginning
The underlying philosophy for a sound communications program is inherent within
the Mission Document. The endeavours and proposals of this report are driven by the
Mission Document but, in turn, can give that document life, and prevent it from becoming a
statement without substance.
The thrust of the Mission Document, in relation to communications activities, is
further supported by the Government Communications Policy and key recommendations of
the report Talcing Responsibility prepared by the House Standing Cotnmittee on Justice and
the Solicitor General.
With the experience and demonstrated initiative gained through the implementation
of an effective communications strategy the National Parole Board will have exercised
commitment, courage and candour. It will also be in a position to offer a challenging
invitation to other federal agencies as well as provincial and voluntary organizations to join
forces in a consortium or alliance dedicated to pursue shared communication goals. This
venture would move towards meeting an obvious need by Canadians for information on all
aspects of the criminal justice system and is in keeping with both the Government
Communications Policy and the Report of the House Standing Committee on Justice and
the Solicitor General.
Competency, commitment, creativity and change are the hallmarks of successful
management in corrections. To these, we could well add - effective communications. A
consistent approach to gain and sustain public confidence in the Board is required. The
National Parole Board can make a significant contribution and set a challenging example for
the whole criminal justice system by embarldng on a planned, professional public education
program.
In the words of the report, Taking Responsibility,
"The criminal justice system is complex, parts of it sometimes function at odds with
other parts, and it is much misunderstood. In recent years, sentencing and
conditional release have been the object of criticism, at times well deserved and, at
other times, unfounded. Regardless of whether these criticisms are justified or not,
they must be addressed... There is no other way to provide the criminal justice
system with what it most needs to be truly effective - a higher degree of public
confidence."

1
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In such an endeavour, there is more than énough challenge; there is endless effort
required, but there are also major benefits to be realized.
The Board must provide overwhelming evidence that it is indeed "open and
accountable" or subject itself to being seen as "closed and exposable." The philosophy is
in place, embodied in the Mission Document; the resources can be sought; the prize, public
understanding and support, is priceless. The question remains; "Do we have the will?"
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MISSION

-

"UNDERSTANDING"

A Communications Strategy for the National Parole Board
SECTION I: OBSERVATIONS, ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Introduction

This paper presents several major policy or organizational concepts and numerous
specific initiatives that, taken together, will provide the National Parole Board with an
overall strategy for the more effective communication of its Mission.
The ultimate crucial test will be whether or not it will gain for the Board greater
accuracy of appreciation and understanding. (Hence the term Mission - "Understanding".)
These proposals were developed during a difficult, troubling period for the
organization. In the aftermath of the Ruygrok Inquiry, there was the usual number of
"unusual" incidents including the Stanton case and the ensuing widely covered reaction of
Toronto residents. There was also the clear recommendation of the Report of the Canadian
Sentencing Commission calling for the abolition of parole. In addition, the Standing
House Committee on Justice and the Solicitor General was conducting public hearings and
considering briefs in their study of sentencing, conditional release, and related aspects of
the correctional system leading up to the tabling of their report on August 25, 1988.
Recently, there was widespread speculation and uncertainty as to the leadership of
both the Board and its correctional partner, The Correctional Service of Canada. It is a
tribute to the commitment and concern of the organization as a whole, Board members and
staff, that the time, energy and resources were found to participate in the continued quest
for a sound communications plan.
Now the Board has a new Chairperson, one who has had the experience of
responsibility for major a communications unit when he was the Deputy Solicitor General.
This background will be most helpful to the Board in considering this report, its
recommendations and ramifications along with an array of emerging issues and initiatives.
One of the most significant of these initiatives will be the consideration, application
and implementation of Government Communications Policy. The policy clearly establishes
communications as an integral management function, central to the achievement of
departmental goals as well as those of Ministers and the Government itself.
It emphasizes that communications is a planned, systematic and measurable activity,
inseparable from policy-maldng and decision-making rather than an eccentric function
which can be ignore,d until we are in the midst of a crisis.
It leaves no doubt as to government direction for communications.
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"It is the policy of the government:
to provide information to the public about its policies, programs and
services that is accurate, complete, objective, timely, relevant and
understandable;
-

to learn the concerns and views of citizens in establishing priorities,
developing policies and implementing programs; and

-

to ensure that the government is visible, accessible and answerable to the
public that it serves."

To help ensure that the policy is implemented, Deputy Heads, such as the
Chairperson of the Board, are assigned specific responsibilities and "must be seen to be in
charge of the management of communications and its integration with the (agency's)
management to achieve government objectives."
In this regard, Deputy Heads shall:
-

Designate a senior official as head of communications to support the Deputy
Head in coordinating and directing implementation of this policy.

-

Strike an appropriate balance of communications roles and responsibilities
between communications staff and policy advisors and program managers
to ensure that communications is a shared role involving the
communications staff, policy advisors and program managers.

-

Ensure the integration of strategic communications planning within the
overall planning of the organization.

-

Ensure the development of an annual operational communications plan.

-

Ensure appropriate distribution of resources between Headquarters and
Regions.

-

Designate managers and specialists within the organization to serve as
spokespersons.
Ensure the communications staff and spokespersons are afforded the
training and professional development required and ensure liaison and
cooperation in communications matters with other federal institutions and
central agencies and with other levels of government.

The document recalls and reinforces previous directives calling for:
-

The requirement to have public information consideration and
communications plans included in Memoranda to Cabinet.

-

The responsibility of all managers to communicate with the public and the
need to stress cooperation and service to the public in dealing with requests
for information.

1
1
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The requirement of government departments and agencies to prepare a
communications plan which is to focus on:
the communications priorities and themes which will be launched in the

corning year

the communications methods to be used in launching these new programs;
and

1

the resources required to carry out the communications programs.

Through this policy, government clearly defines communica tions as a management
function to ensure that the public is informed about policies, programs and services; and
that the concerns and the interests of the public are taken into account in developing new
government policies and progams.
This relatively new concept of communications in the public sector emphasizes four
major communications functions:

1

1.

Research and analysis of the public environment to determine the needs,
aspirations, perceptions and knowledge of the general public or a specific
public in relation to the organization's current and developing policies and

programs.

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

2.

Advice to management on policy development, program planning and
implementation in relation to the major questions of public concern.

3.

Planning for the development of communications strategies, either general
or specific, that respond to public concerns while taking into account the
major objectives of the Government and the Minister.

4.

Implementation, on-going management and evaluation, in relation to
accepted standards of communications activities and programs that flow out
of the strategies.

The end result should be a communications program that is a strategically planned,
systematic and measurable activity integrated into the decision-making process of the
organization.
Communications personnel assume greater importance and responsibility as
sensitive observers within the management team, analyzing problems facing the
organization; participating in major decisions; assisting in the preparation of overall plans
and, subsequently, preparing and initiating appropriate communications strategies.
Communications should be everyone's concern, but especially that of top
management. Communications programs are most likely to fail if typically lean
communications units are expected to meet the communication challenge alone as if it were
a distinct and exclusive function.
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The contribution of communications is to transmit ideas and information to a
specific public and to receive messages critical to the organization from the public.
Professional staff can provide expertise and advice in both reaching and reading key
internal and external audiences. The use of communications for propaganda or as a
protective measure during a critical situation is both demoralizing to staff and damaging to
the public perception. Communications must be based on open policies of honest and
straight-forward information to create greater understanding.
Finally, within the Parole Board, while communications is everyone's business, it
is the ultimate responsibility of the Chairperson. He is accountable to the Minister for
implementation of the Government Communications Policy.
In regard to the latter, the Chairperson, like all Deputy Heads, must initiate
mechanisms that:
ensure communications is included in policy development and program
creation;
establish a strategic communications planning process;
ensure effective communications support, management and evaluation
activities.
The role of communications staff is not only to provide information services, but
also to analyze, advise and plan in order to improve decision-malcing and communications
planning.
Government policy is giving greater emphasis to this concept of communications in
order to further a vision of better government.
"It is a vision of open, honest, effective government where public policy and new
programs are not conceived behind closed doors to be sprung on Canadians and
sold ... like soap powder.
"It is a vision of government that cares enough about Canadians to listen before
new policies are developed and take into account what it hears ...
"It is a vision of government that consciously organizes itself to allow for a
diversity of views to be brought forward before key decisions are made.
"It is a vision of government that, once it has made decisions, particularly tough
ones, organizes itself to inform Canadians of the reasons for the course of action
and does so as part of a planned approach and with adequate information expressed
in a way that is easy to understand and is relevant to the needs and concerns of
Canadians."
Mary Gusella
Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet
(Communications)
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To ensure that agencies are actively pursuing communications as an integrated
function of their overall management, government policy requires agencies to prepare a
Strategic Communications Plan along with their Multi-Year Operational Plans. (This
requirement will be discussed in greater detail later in this report in the section on Timing.)
One of the several challenges facing the new Chairperson is the need for increased
direction, support and participation of Board and staff in both external and internal
communications.
The process of raising Board and staff awareness and increasing their involvement
in communication ventures was initiated and stimulated in the development of this report.
This process, along with the high priority given communications in the corporate
objectives, has created greater awareness of the importance of communication and increases
the likelihood of staff support for communications initiatives.
Report of the Standing Committee on Justice and Solicitor General

In its review of sentencing, conditional release and related aspects of corrections,
the Report of the Standing Committee has given further emphasis to the need to develop a
communications strategy for the National Parole Board. The first of 97 recommendations
made by the Committee calls on all
"... federal participants in the Criminal Justice System ... (to) make public
education about the operation of the Criminal Justice System, including the myths
and realities which surround it, a high priority through:

a.

The effective use of their own communications capacities (print, radio,
video and T.V.); and

b.

their financial and other support of the voluntary sector, so that citizens in
local communities may be more actively engaged in activities which increase
their understanding of the Criminal Justice System."

The Committee acknowledged a level of serious public concern which "...
sometimes amounts to fear and panic." While the Committee agreed that fear of crime
could be discounted by contending that Canadians are over-reacting to spill-over from the
American media or contending that the media does not report accurately nor
comprehensively on the Canadian Criminal Justice System, tending to focus on spectacular
violent crimes, they concluded that, "discounting fears does not dispel them."
The Committee was of the firm opinion that any reform of the Criminal Justice
System must address public perceptions directly and seek to restore public confidence.
"The challenge, then, is two-fold: to address the Canadian situation as it actually is
and to deal with the perceptions Canadians have of it."
The Committee is convinced that the Criminal Justice System must be explained to
Canadians by means of public education and that the community must be given
opportunities to be more involved. "... Reforms must address real weaknesses in the
•
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system. However, they must also recognize that public concern and the lack of confidence
in the system is one of those wealcnesses."
In this regard, the views of the Committee on the relationship between policy and
communications is similar to that reflected in government communications policy. As the
Committee report states, "While policy makers and politicians are wise to heed public
opinion, they must be particularly cautious in the criminal justice field about acting on an
inadequate or incomplete interpretation of public opinion. Ultimately, the evolution of
sound government policy - one that has broad public support - is dependent on an informed
public."
In presenting the report, the Committee requested that the government table, within
150 days, a comprehensive response.
The first recommendation of the Committee and the current priority given by the
Board to communications fortuitously coincide.
Hopefully, this will provide an opportunity to gain support for communications
activities and this potential support will be further heightened by the ensuing
communications strategies which, if accepted and implemented, will render the National
Parole Board to be both responsive and responsible; better understood; and better
appreciated by aLl Canadians.
The pursuit, by the National Parole Board, of these endeavours will demonstrate a
positive response to the prirnary recommendation of the Standing Committee and will also
demonstrate compliance with government policy on communications as well as the
requirements of the Parole Act, the Mission Document, and this year's Corporate
Objectives.

Issues and Opportunities
In developing a communications strategy for the National Parole Board, it was not
enough to conceive of cosmetic means of presenting the organization more attractively.
The Mission Document, principles and core values had to be considered and reflected in the
final product. Thus, the deliberations went beyond devising sales techniques for the
existing model and focussed in part on an image of what the Board ought to be - as does
the Mission Document itself.
The National Parole Board exists today in an external environment that is
characterized by a confused public; political criticism; and a lack of unity within the criminal
justice system.
This is a major challenge to which the Board must respond. Indeed, it has a
statutory requirement to respond. Regulation 26 under the Parole Act states, in part, "The
Board shall institute and maintain a program of public information..."
Internally, the National Parole Board has taken significant initial steps to move
towards an effective communications plan. The development of a Mission Document is a
fundamental achievement. While not the "constitution" of the Board, it is a guiding
philosophy and driving force. Of major importance are such developments as criteria for
parole board decision-making; the policy on victim representation; and the potential
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communications resource of information presented to members of the Standing Committee
on Justice and the Solicitor General.
In one sense the Board has seldom, if ever, been in such an opportune position, in
terms of organized available data, to respond. There would also seem to be a commitment
to respond. For example, consider the follow—ing quotations from the Mission Document,
"We will strive to clearly articulate and communicate the corporate values, guiding
principles, and expected results ... We will strive to be open and accountable to the public
... we will also strive to enhance public understanding and acceptance of our role through
active, responsive and honest communication with the public."
The corporate objectives for this fiscal year place more effective communications at
the very top. This impetus was reflected in the Solicitor General's recent address to the
annual conference of members of the Board, "... Next to your making correct decisions,
our greatest remaining challenge is the need for public understanding and support. In order
to achieve this, communications must be everyone's business ... I believe we have a good
story, but it must be told ..."
Despite the constructive work that has been done, the challenge remains a
formidable one. Consider the following:
The public view is that about 50% of parolees reoffend when in actual fact
only about 5% reoffend while on parole.
The public believes that 30%-100% of reported crime involves violence
rather than the actual 6%.
The National Parole Board ranks last behind police, courts, correctional
institutions and parole supervision in terms of citizen satisfaction.
Only 9% could estimate accurately the percentage of parolees completing
parole or the percentage of federal inmates released on parole.
Even with inmates of federal institutions, there are major communication gaps:
The majority of inmates had an inadequate knowledge of parole, scoring
between 7 and 11 on an 18-point factual knowledge index.
50% of the respondents first learned about parole from "the street" or other
inmates.
90% of the inmates reported never having heard of the possibility of
eventually applying for a pardon. 2
87% of the inmates polled claimed they had never attended an information
session on parole.

2 Also, the press reports a number of organizations offering services, at an unnecessary

fee, to pursue pardons for former offenders.
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70% of the respondents believe that NPB is a part of The Correctional
Service of Canada.
-

65% of the respondents stated that their families and friends had never been
contacted by parole authorities and did not feel well informed.

Much needs to be done, but consistent, coordinated efforts can bring significant
results. The pollsters also offer areas of promising potential for development. In a Gallup
Poll conducted for the Canadian Criminal Justice Association in the fall of 1987:
-

63% favoured the development of alternatives to incarceration.

-

77% were in favour of non-violent offenders being released on parole.

-

While 70% of those polled felt that the Board released too many offenders
on parole, the majority, 52%, admitted that they were thinldng only of
violent offenders when they gave this opinion.

-

68% of respondents felt that there should be more emphasis on
rehabilitation within the total correctional process.

The Solicitor General, in an effort to "... respond to perceived weaknesses in the
existing system of conditional release", recently presented a package of several proposals
designed to ensure "... that the system is the best it can be." "These reforms make the
system more consistent, clear and fair for everyone conce rn ed with criminal justice - the
public, victims, correctional authorities and inmates themselves." Without attempting to
assess the measures themselves, it is nevertheless pertinent to this report to indicate that the
communications group in the Board played a very minor role in contributing to the
communications plan for these significant and far-reaching proposals.
In the future, hopefully there will be greater involvement of the communications
group in the formulation and execution of communications plans designed to further
initiatives related to corrections in general, or parole in particular that are inspired or
supported by the Minister. Anything less will not make optimum use of available resources
and makes it exceedingly difficult for the Board to be perceived as complying with both the
letter and the spirit of the Mission Document.
In an attempt to deterrnine where we are and where we want to be, a list of current
issues was developed along with a statement of objective. This was subsequently shared
with Board members and staff and the following issues were defined and listed in priority
sequence:
1.

Fear of violent crime stemming from (A) lack of public understanding of the
Criminal Justice System in general; and resulting in (B) the proposed
elimination of parole.

2.

The need to accept, implement and promote the Mission Document.

3.

The need of the Board and staff to develop and reflect a corporate united
response to issues and challenges.
/
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4.

The need to ensure that the concept of "protection of society" is focussed on
the planned, timely, and supervised reintegration of the offender.

5.

The need to reduce perceived inequities in the National Parole Board
decision-rnaicing process.

6.

The very real need in the implementation of the Mission Document to ensure
that the needs of specific significant groups are addressed.

7.

The tendency to assess current operations or tactics without an adequate
consideration of what needs to be done or future strategy.

8.

Finally, there is the increasing need to develop a cohesive and informed
Board and staff capable of providing factual information in a sincere,
planned and professional manner to the media, the general public and
specific groups.

An overall objective, with related contributing goals, was articulated as follows:
To develop and deliver a cohesive, planned, in—formed communications program
capable of providing factual information in a sincere, effective and professional
manner to the media, specific interested groups, and the general public in order to
develop an accurate perception and appreciation of the role, mission and functioning
of the National Parole Board as an integral part of the Criminal Justice System.
The Standing Committee commended the Board for "... laudable efforts at maldng
its activities more visible to the public." The Committee cited the Mission Document as one
of these significant achievements along with the briefing books prepared for the Committee;
the policy on victim representation; a risk assessment policy for release decisions; and
making parole panel hearings open, on request, to members of the media and others.
However, the Committee went on to say that further steps are necessary to make the Board
more effective and better understood.
Other subsidiary goals must be realized, and these include continued efforts to:
1.

Develop an imaginative communications program reflecting the Mission
Document that is both responsible and responsive to the Canadian public.

2.

Work in cooperation and coordination with other governmental,
professional and voluntary organizations to create a better understanding of
the true tireat of violent crime in order that the fear of violence not dominate
perceptions of the Criminal Justice System and generate unrealistic demands
for "reforrns."

3.

Focus on preserving the concept and practice of discretionary conditional
release and the underlying, fundamental belief that offenders can be
successfully re-established in the community as law-abiding citizens. 3

In doing this, care will have to be taken to rninimize the concern or accusation that such
a focus is devoted entirely to self-preservation. In this regard, it is helpful to note that
the Standing Committee/supports the retention of parole and rejects "the counsel of
despair" offeied' by those who subscribe to the view that "nothing works".

4.

Develop an intern al communications program to ensure underst an ding of
policy and programs and enable an increased number of Board and staff
members to serve as effective spokespersons.

5.

Address perceived inequities in the parole decision-making process in
relation to both specific groups of offenders and specific regions.

6.

Emphasize that the concept of protection of society encompasses everyone
including victims, local communities, staff and inmates in institutions,
offenders and their families. Society is best served and protected by a
carefully planned, timed, supervised return of the offender to the
community.

7.

Continue to develop an effective strategic planning or "sc an ning" capability
to predict and prepare for developments that will affect the future operations
of the Board.

8.

Increase knowledge of parole and the actual incidence of violent crime in
Canadi an society.

9.

Take the necessary initiatives to strengthen existing positive relationships,
win new friends and reduce enmity.

10.

Marshall the means and the people to gather the necessary information;
translate it into effective messages; transmit it to the appropriate audiences;
and generally facili tate the implementation of the communications plan.

Annual communications planning should take these goals into consideration and
reflect initiatives designed to foster their achievement. These animal communications plans
should also benefit from monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of the previous year's
plan. This evaluation should include the expressed reaction of the various target audiences.
Moreover, an y internal audit of the Board should include consideration of communications
activities.
Having identified major issues and articulated an overall objective, "Where we are
and where we want to be," there remains the question, "How do we reach our destination?"
The answer to that question embodies the whole communications strategy.
Timing

The timing for the development of an overall communications strategy or plan is
fortuitous. Under the new guidelines released by the Privy Council Office on Government
Communications Policy, the following planning cycle is required:
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a.

July - The Privy Council Office provides guidance on the government-wide
planning environment to be reflected in the NPB strategic communications
plan for the following fiscal year.

b.

September - The NPB shall prepare its strategic communications plan for
the ensuing fiscal year in conjunction with its multi-year operational plan
(MYOP) to ensure that resource planning for communications is undertaken
as an integral part of overall resource planning.

c.

March - The NPB shall prepare an operational communications plan to
indicate how its strategic communications plan is to be implemented. This
plan is to be prepared in conjunction with the operating budget for the fiscal
year.

Hopefully, the proposed communications strategy can be reviewed, revised if need
be, and ratified in time to constitute the major components of the NPB Strategic
Communications Plan required this Fall, and the ensuing Operational Communications Plan
required by April, 1990.
However, prior to the development of the Strategic Communications Plan, the
Board may well have done considerable work towards developing a response to
Recommendation 1 of the House Standing Committee Report. This effort will both
influence and assist in the development of the Strategic Communications Plan required by
the Privy Council Office.
Resources
All signs indicate the need for increased communications activities and it is certain
that current resources, in both dollars and person-years, devoted to communications, will
not be sufficient to implement the proposed communications plan. In the past, resources
have been sought on a piecemeal intuitive approach without benefit of Mission Document,
corporate objectives or overall communications strategies. Frequently, regional needs have
only been given cursory consideration. Communications plans and objectives, at best,
have been cut in accordance with the available cloth of resources.
It will require a bold departure from past practice to consider and commit the
organization to this communications strategy and seek the resources necessary to implement
it.
Specific resource requirements cannot be tabulated with precision until a viable plan
is officially endorsed. Once the final plan is accepted, then the issue of resources can be
more precisely and realistically addressed, but more resources will be required.
Moreover, there are resources in existence both within the Board as well as within
the total Ministry that could be considered for redistribution and/or used in a coordinated
common effort. Again, the House Committee Report implies the possibility of more
coordinated, shared efforts.
Within the Board itself, it is possible that greater use could be made of existing or
new Board members' skills and affiliations, especially temporary Board members.
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Several individuals, with experience as members of the Board or staff, indicated
that temporary Board members could play a major role in creating a more effective
communications program on behalf of the Board. In the past, Board members with media
experience entertained the possibility of devoting extensive time to communications and
media relations. However, they soon became so enmeshed in the process of decisionmaking that, like most staff and Board members, actual participation in communications
activities became intermittent or impossible. In addition, the previous Chairperson
indicated that both the number of communications personnel and their classification, hence
their experience and qualifications, seemed irrevocably tied to the size of the organization
rather than to the need - an inappropriate application of the "Them what has - gets!"
principle.

As a result, there are obvious advantages in using temporary Board members as key
spokespersons for the Board:
1.

They have the added credibility of being Board members;

2.

They can be selected from the ranks of career media and communications
people;

3.

Given a career background in communications and/or media relations, they
have an invaluable network of contacts.

If the necessary person-years and classifications are not available for the
appointment of appropriate staff; if contract funds for communication consultants are not
readily available; 4 the Board must pursue some imaginative resolution to the problem.
One approach would be to appoint temporary Board members who are career
communication specialists and to use them, virtually, full-time in a broad public education
and communications exercise - at the national level and in each of the region.
The Parole Act under Section 3, Sub-section 3.1, permits the Governor in Council
to appoint temporary members and (Section 3.2) indicates that the temporary Board
member has all the powers and duties of a member appointed pursuant to Sub-section 1,
i.e. a full Board member, subject to any limitation that the Chairman may direct. This
being the case, the Chairman could direct that the new appointee function as Board member
long enough to fully understand the parole process and then, subsequently, have the
temporary Board member's contribution "limited" or focussed exclusively on
communications.
This would provide the Board with a continuing thrust at both the regional and
national level towards a much more effective and consistent communications program.
While this is a somewhat unconventional approach to meeting the need, there is no doubt
that the need exists and will persist so long as communications remains an intermittent
activity driven by external sensational events or indulged in when time, energy and
opportunity coincide.
4

Consultants frequently need orientation to the parole process and the criminal justice
system in general, and see their role as an assignment rather than a continuing
commitment.

t'
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There is compelling evidence that temporary or community Board members can
give major impetus to public information programs. A notable, although not necessarily
unique example, is that of Bob Peterson, a community Board member in the Pacific
Region. Bob is a former Chief of the Saanich Police Force and a past president of the
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police. His career contacts, almost evangelistic
enthusiasm, and his role as a community Board member, combine to make him an effective
communicator or, as he prefers, "intermediary", with various community groups.
Worldng in close collaboration with the regional manager of operations, he has
gained for the Board greater understanding by:
developing six public service announcements on parole, which are available
to 40 radio stations throughout British Columbia;
-

in collaboration with the John Howard Society of British Columbia and the
University of Victoria, creating a special forum for Crime Prevention Week
focussing on the role of the Parole Board in the secondary prevention of
crime;
worldng with the police community by attending muster or roll call sessions
to interpret parole to line officers;

-

participating in staff training sessions; providing the police with information
on victims services; and working to develop a police officers' handbook on
parole;
developing an essay contest for B.C. high school students on the subject of
parole;
developing three programs as an integral part of the B.C. law society's
"Dial-A-Law" phone information service; and
worldng to develop a major program for Justice Week in October which will
focus on the role of the family and the community and will involve, over a
three-day period, The Correctional Service of Canada, the National Parole
Board, and voluntary agencies to focus specific attention on how the family
and the community must contribute if the offender is to succeed as a lawabiding citizen.

In addition, he is currently working on a presentation for the Fraser Valley
Committee of Mayors, who serve the area where the majority of offenders in B.C. are
incarcerated, and is planning an annual, informal but informative meeting with the B.C.
media.
These solid achievements suggests that he, and perhaps others like him, could well
be used as role models in other regions to expand this imaginative endeavour. He attributes
much of the success to the fact that he is a community Board member and can approach
community groups more as a citizen than as a bureaucrat or an official. Obviously, the
approach works and while Bob has made a special effort, he is not unique and the potential
for similar endeavours exists across the regions.
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Media Relations

At present, the National Parole Board has little or no difficulty obtaining media
attention. Unfortunately, most of that attention is focussed on sensational and sometimes
tragic occurrences. Small wonder that the public perception of the National Parole Board
and its decisions tends to be negative.
Indeed, many Board and staff members would perceive a mute media to be a
considerable improvement, preferring silence to what they view as sensationalism.
Nevertheless, if we are to strive to be open and accountable to the public and to enhance
public understanding and acceptance of the NPB role through active, responsive and honest
communication with the public, we must hold ourselves responsible for media response.
Whenever it is said, "The media doesn't understand", or "The press only reports
the sensational stuff", or "Why don't they tell the good stories?", there is but one common
answer. We haven't communicated.
If we are to be open and accountable, we must find better ways to provide the
public with a clear perception of what the Board does. What it does in assisting some
offenders to reintegrate successfully into society; what it does to prevent some offenders
from re-committing offences; what it does to indicate concern and respect for the views of
judges, victims and police; and, on a more mundane level, what the Board does to,
coincidentally, reduce the considerable social and economic cost of incarceration.
Unfortunately, the priority given to communications tends to be determined by
external events. The Board becomes energetic when the media become inquisitive and the
public grows antagoriistic.
Between dramatic, even tragic incidents, communications is perceived as a
beneficial but rather burdensome activity.
This is an organizational syndrome that no communications strategy, no matter how
imaginative, can overcome. Commitment to a sound, consistent communications strategy
that involves every member of the organization can and will enhance public understanding
and acceptance. Indeed, it is the only way to go.
High profile incidents provide dramatic roles for communications programs and
designated spokespersons. But they are basically exercises in "damage control". It is the
more prosaic, low profile, but positive and productive endeavors on a continuing and
consistent basis that build new relationships and enhance public understanding and
acceptance. Real gains are made over time by consistent efforts and relatively small but
constructive endeavors. The dramatic incidents provide publicity, not always the best, and
constitute, at most, a good defence - reducing losses but offering little in the way of
constructive gains.
If we are really going to move ahead in communications, public acceptance and
appreciation, then communications must be everyone's business all the time, and be
coordinated through sound, consistent leadership.
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organization
In order to reinforce this concept, some serious consideration has to be given to reorganization and to the provision of resources. At the present time, the responsibility for
communications at both the national and the regional level tends to be diffused and even
confused. At the national level, there is a need for one person to be designated as
responsible for the communications program - exclusive of responsibility for all other
programs. The coordinating role of the Executive Secretary could be maintained and,
indeed, can provide a useful link to other significant developments within the organization.
However, there is a need to place in one office, and in one incumbent, the major
responsibility for the implementation of this communications strategy.
This concept of sole responsibility for communications should be reflected in the
regions. The proposal of a Regional Manager presiding over a smorgasbord of
administrative matters will result in communications becoming a "leftover" function getting sporadic, sensational attention in relation to critical incidents but otherwise
remaining relatively donnant.
Experience in the Correctional Service of Canada may be applicable to the National
Parole Board and indeed may well be reflected within the Board's regional offices. In most
of the CSC regions, the regional communications responsibility is assigned to the
Executive Assistant to the Regional Deputy Commissioner. However, a recent study of
CSC communications program has indicated that the daily operational responsibilities of
this position preclude the development of a pro-active media relations capability. In
addition, the requirement that the position be filled by an administrative generalist with
background in corrections virtually eliminates the possibility of the incumbent having the
expertise to give communications leadership.
On the other hand, government policy explicitly requires regional communications
units to nominate primary spokespersons for specified programs and activities; to serve as
the initial contact for media enquiries; to provide special expertise when required; to
forward requests for information of a political nature to the Minister's Office; and to be
fully aware of their responsibility to speak on behalf of the Board. They are responsible to
monitor and interpret to National Headquarters the public attitudes and environment within
their region. Finally, they are to be properly briefed and provided with adequate support
from media relations personnel at Headquarters.
In short, the Board is expected to have people in the regions who will know how to
speak to Canadians in words that Canadians will understand and to listen to their fellow
citizens and convey their concerns to Ottawa.
Critical incidents are so dramatic and the need for consistent, sophisticated activities
so crucial that specific expertise; clearly designated responsibility and obvious
accountability must be reinforced in the organizational structure. A cadre of
communications experts will then be available to serve the organization, implement the
communications strategy and achieve greater public understanding.
If the Mission Document and the values reflected within it are to be realized, then
surely the minimal provision of one person-year in each region devoted exclusively to
communications and public education is warranted. Anything less than that will be
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perceived as lip service and the communications strategy will not be taken seriously by
either Board or staff members and certainly will have little impact on the public.
One potentially promising opportunity for providing needed resources could be the
establishment of a communications unit to serve both the Correctional Service of Canada
and the National Parole Board on a pilot project basis in at least one region, for example,
the Pacific Region. Such a project could be carefully monitored and its operational
achievements carefully evaluated to determine whether that prototype should become the
operational design for all regions. The CSC is currently reviewing its communications
functions and has before it a recommendation that each region be served by a regional
communications expert aided by an appropriate support person. To this complement, the
Board could designate Temporary or Community Board Members to serve as
spokespersons or intermediaries on issues relative to both the National Parole Board and
the Correctional Service of Canada.
The Pacific Region is suggested because the Board and the Service will soon share
office accommodation; there is a cooperative relationship; and the Region is more separate
by virtue of time zones and geography.
Ideally, the regional communications position should be located in the media
communications centres of Canada, i.e. Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver. The
Prairie provinces present a specific problem that requires special attention; for example, the
main communications unit placed in Edmonton with representatives in Regina and
Winnipeg as one option.
In any event, major opportunities with the media are missed with current, virtually
part-time resources in less than ideal locations for the development of good working
relationships.
A canvassing of media representatives in two large metropolitan areas indicated that
they could not identify spokespersons for the National Parole Board. Moreover, in the
Metropolitan Montreal area, there is one of the largest concentrations of parolees in Canada
along with 35 radio stations, 5 television stations and an extensive number of print media,
including some of the most sensational in Canada. These potential allies in getting out the
message to the public require closer attention from full-time communications
representatives.
The recommendation of the House Standing Committee that federal participants in
the Criminal Justice System make public education a high priority has several implications.
To make the most effective use of their communication capacities may well require
consideration of pooling resources. Certainly the challenge is large enough to warrant a
combined operation. This being the case, it may be worthwhile to expand the vision of
sharing to include, at least within the Ministry of the Solicitor General, the involvement of
regional consultants of the Planning and Management Branch of the Secretariat as well as
the Correctional Service of Canada and the National Parole Board. This would have the
advantage of providing the media with a centralized, coordinated information outlet located,
in at least three regions, in the major communications centre of the region. Such a proposal
should be carefully considered and explored by all potential participants and tested with a
prototype project involving relatively enthusiastic pa rt ners.

t
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Fire Prevention

-

Environmental Scanning/Communications Sensitivity

At present, the Board has an environmental scanning and future planning
component that is well endowed with experience and expertise and has demonstrated
effectiveness. At the same time, the Board has within its communications group objective,
sensitive, professional expertise in analyzing media content and public reaction.
The responsibility, defined in the Government Communications Policy, to plan; to
identify objectives; to analyze the environment; and to offer timely advice on emerging
issues would appear to apply equally to both the sc an ning and communications functions.
It would also seem desirable, in order to provide the best possible analysis of
emerging issues and developments that these two initiatives, one vested in the scanning
component and the other in communications, be provided a process or organizational
framework in which their combined efforts could be better coordinated for the benefit of the
total organization.
Environmental scanning and media and public opinion analysis is not fire-fighting.
function
might be considered fire-spotting but if it is operating effectively, it is more
The
accurately perceived as fire prevention.
Crisis management starts not with a full blown crisis but, ideally, with
environmental and communications an alysts detecting the signs of a potential conflagration
or controversy. This type of scanning will not preclude controversies that arise from the
subsequent offences, especially if violent, of a parolee. However, such scanning will
reflect attitudinal changes on the part of the public and perceptions of Board policies and
positions. For example, currently the Board is perceived and reported as being opposed to
electronic monitoring. On the other hand, both the Canadian Bar Association and the
House Standing Committee have both supported electronic monitoring, with appropriate
safeguards, as an alternative to incarceration. Such a potential policy issue should be
coolly assessed and addressed and a definitive policy response articulated prior to the
matter becoming a source of controversy.
The perception of communications branches as fire fighters greatly limits their
effectiveness as they are geared to respond rather than to initiate actions designed to prevent
or, at least, ameliorate potential problems. Communicators must show initiative and
anticipate potential problems for the organization they serve.
It is suggested that consideration be given to the establishment of an Issues Group
that could well be encompassed within the general framework of the current executive
committee of the Board but augmented with the addition of, at least, the environmental
scanner and an experienced, proven media and public environmental analyst. In this way,
the best expertise in environmental scanning and communications sensitivity, along with
the crucial regional assessments, could all be brought together.
The benefits to the Board would be considerable and would provide it with one of
the more sophisticated systems to identify impending challenges and opportunities within
the criminal justice sphere.
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Orientation Program
An Orientation Program has been developed by senior communications managers
throughout the government to provide an effective appreciation of government policy on
communications and "the new mission of communications."
The proposed program is a three-day intensive training course developed to deal
with:
communications mission
communications planning
regional communications
politicaVpublic service relationships
assessment of communications services
The program is divided into two experience-level groups, junior and senior, but
program content for both is essentially identical except for case studies which are tailored to
reflect the operational level and real-life situation of the recipient.
A pilot program is scheduled to be delivered in mid-November and the final
program is expected to be available in 1989.
It is essential that those responsible for communications functions in the Board,
including senior management, communications staff, designated spokespersons and
selected regional temporary and community Board members, be given the opportunity to
receive this vital orientation.
In addition, the communications group within the Board could have an opportunity
to make a contribution to the delivery of the course and, at least, might well consider
providing some case study material.
The benefit of such orientation training would be the assurance that all those
involved with communications have a clear understanding of a common concept based on
public environment, research, analysis, strategic planning and evaluation, along with a
better understanding of required skills and a heightened possibility that performance will be
coincide with governmental objectives.

Open and Accountable Appointment Process
Contacts with the media indicate that, too frequently, appointments to the Board are
seen as political "plums". This is certainly a view that is reflected on editorial pages. The
Report of the Standing Committee quoted one witness describing Parole Board members as
"anointed rather than appointed." The Committee went so far as to commend the Board for
developing a Board member profile and stating their belief that all new members should
meet the criteria set out in that profile.
If the Board is to be perceived as more open and accountable, then the appointment
process itself might well be reviewed and consideration given to a process that would
afford greater participation and transparency.

-
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Recently, the Minister of Justice announced a new process for federally appointed
judges. This process was developed in cooperation with the Canadian Bar Association,
and that association is now developing a similar proposed appointment process for all
government tribunals. Briefly stated, the process involves screening of nominees and
applicants by a select independent objective committee to screen candidates and ensure that
agreed-upon criteria are met.
The House Standing Committee Report disclosed a significant drop in the number
of Board members with previous criminal justice related experience from 85% of all Board
members in 1977 to 46.7% at present. This observation within the Report will tend to
reinforce the media, and, possibly, the public, perception of this qualification for Board
membership.
The observation made by the House Standing Committee will result in media
comment and a response will have to be considered by both the Minister and the Board. In
that context, a variation on the judicial appointment model might be considered.
The Risk of "Protection of Society"

In marketing terms, "positioning" means defining and establishing the central ideas
and ideals of an organization in the minds of the target public.
"Positioning" is central to any effective communications strategy and "positioning"
for the National Parole Board should answer the questions: What do we want our key
publics to think of when they think about the Board? What image does the Board and its
activities bring to mind? What are the qualities of the Board that immediately spring to
mind when key groups come in contact with the board?
The Mission Document provides a rich source for the kind of principles and values
that we wish to see reflected in response to these questions. Without major revisions to the
Mission Document, consideration should be given to broadening its basis of appeal. At the
present time, the National Parole Board seeks to be seen and is seen as a manager of risk to
society. "The National Parole Board has as its primary objective the protection of society
... Consistent with the protection of society, the Board must refuse conditional release
where the community would be subject to undue risk." While this concept is fundamental
to the Board and its "positioning," it along with proposals to eliminate earned remission
and extend the period of parole eligibility, can be perceived as having the potential to move
the Board towards restricted releases. If a parolee reoffends, the simplest means of
protecting the community, in the short-term, is to re-incarcerate. The next simple measure
is, by policy, criteria or legislation, to further "protect society" by reducing the likelihood
of similar offenders ever being released on parole. The inevitable ultimate simplistic
consideration is to eliminate discretionary conditional release entirely.
The protection of society and the assessment of risk required to protect society is a
major, indeed, paramount consideration. However, for the most effective positioning of
the Board, consideration should be given to the development of "three R's" for the National
Parole Board. The first, of course, is risk assessment. The others could well be
reconciliation and resources - to enhance the return of the offender to the community as a
law-abidin g citizen.

I
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Reconciliation

It would greatly enhance the image of the Board if, as a factor in parole decisions,
consideration was consistently given to the concept of victim-offender reconciliation.
The House Standing Committee has recommended that the government support the
expansion and evaluation throughout Canada of victim-offender reconciliation programs at
all stages of the criminal justice process. In this regard, it would greatly enhance the image
of the Board if, as a factor in parole decisions, the matter of reconciliation, restitution and
restorative justice was considered in relation to each parole application and discussed within
the hearing in the same manner that other factors such as employment, residence and
community support are currently addressed.
The proposal is not that the Board would impose or enforce reconciliation efforts or
restitution payments, but rather that the offender be called upon to address the issue and be
given the opportunity to demonstrate accountability and responsibility.
In some instances, the expression of the acceptance of responsibility can be dealt
with in tangible terms and related to the specific crime, e.g., a theft of money. In other
instances, unfortunately, tangible reparation is not possible. Nevertheless, it is important
to both the victim and the offender that an opportunity be provided to demonstrate remorse
in some symbolic fashion as an initial means of healing the "brokenness" in previously
harmonious relations with other individuals or the community at large.
Such a development would be a significant step towards ensuring that offenders
face the consequences of their actions and have the opportunity to demonstrate
responsibility for these actions. The effort would be rewarded by significant, positive
reaction by the public towards both parole and parolees.
Resources To Enhance the Return of the Offender to the Community as a
Law-Abiding Citizen
-

Ultimately, the best protection for the public is for the offender to become a lawabiding citizen. Current terminology refers to this as "reintegration" or as "social
reinsertion". Others would refer to this as "habilitation" or "rehabilitation".
Whatever it is called, it means slcilled staff and program opportunities. In other
words, resources.
There is a seeming renaissance with the concept of promoting changes in individual
behaviour and this is mirrored in program developments in both federal and provincial
correctional services.
The Solicitor General reiterated his conviction and commitment to program
development in relation to proposed reforms to Parole and Correctional Systems. "I am
committed to improving programming both inside and outside our institutions." The public
shares this view.
As indicated earlier, 70% of respondents in a Gallup Poll of September, 1987,
called for greater emphasis on rehabilitation in our correctional institutions. Certainly the
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majority of correctional staff, members of non-governmental organizations and offenders,
themselves, welcome increased resources for program development.
There is considerable movement in this direction and the National Parole Board
should be aligned with this movement. The Report of the Standing Committee of the
House gives strong support to development of programs and the extension of these
programs into the release plan. The Correctional Service of Canada has established a task
force on program development. The Parole Board has historically been a proponent of
such endeavours and that commitment should be made known to the Canadian public.
The "three R's" of risk assessment, reconciliation and resources would greatly
enhance the "positioning" of the National Parole Board. After all, most Canadians want
protection from criminal activity; want the needs of victims to be met; and would hope that
the offender can be provided the program opportunities required to become a responsible
law-abiding citizen.

Resolution. Decision and Direction
The consideration of these issues; the assessment of these opportunities; and
subsequent appropriate decisions will greatly increase the potential of a communications
strategic plan to achieve public understanding and, therefore, greater public support.
While the initiatives proposed are not absolutely vital to gaining the prize of public
support and understanding, they could greatly enhance the likelihood of achieving it.
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SECTION II
Overall Objective

Our overall objective is: To develop and deliver a cohesive, planned, informed
communications program capable of providing factual information in a sincere, effective
and professional manner to the media, specific interested groups, and the general public to
develop an accurate perception and appreciation of the role, mission and functions of the
National Parole Board.
OF COURSE.
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The Challenge
At present, there is an abundance of evidence that the Canadian public does not
understand the criminal justice system; fears a perceived rising tide of violent crime; and
sees the Parole Board as being overly lenient.
The Canadian Sentencing Commission conducted several polls assessing public

lcnowledge of the criminal justice system and came to the conclusion that there was "....

substantial discrepancies between public knowledge and reality". For example, the
majority of the public under-estimated the severity of maximum penalties. E.g., while the
maximum penalty for robbery is life imprisonment, the average estimate by members of the
public was seven years. Sixty percent estirnated the maximum as being less than ten years.
Sixty-four percent of those polled expressed the view that the courts were too lenient.
More than half of those convicted of assault causing bodily harm are incarcerated but most
Canadians are of the opinion that the incarceration rate for this group is dramatically lower.
Moreover, the majority of Canadians would be surprised to learn that Canada has the
second highest incarceration rate in the western world.
Some of these perceptions are distorted by the fear of violent crime frequently
fueled by American news programs and violence-studded TV sagas. In actual fact, the
incidence of violent crime in Canada is only one-fifth the rate for the United States. Of
even greater significance is the fact that the incidence of violent crime has been rising in the
United States in recent years while in Canada, between 1983 and 1985, the serious violent
crime rate fell 10%. Despite these findings, a 1984 Decima Quarterly poil found that 44%
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of those surveyed agreed with the statement: "I don't feel safe when I go out alone at night
in my neighbourhood."
A preoccupation with violent crime colours attitudes towards parole. In a poll
conducted by Gallup for the Canadian Criminal Justice Association, 70% of the
respondents felt that the National Parole Board released too many offenders on parole (19%
expressed a contrary view and 11% ventured no opinion). However, in another response,
52% of those polled indicated that they were thinking only of violent offenders when
answering the earlier question. The same survey showed that 77% of the respondents were
in favour of parole "... for inmates who do not pose a violent threat to the community."
In terms of satisfaction/dissatisfaction with parole decisions, the largest percentage
of dissatisfied persons occurred in the Prairie and Pacific Regions while the highest levels
of satisfaction were reflected in the Atlantic Region.
One can note an interesting co-relation with violent crime rates. While the Canadian
average was 801 violent crimes per 100,000 population, the violent crime rate for British
Columbia was 1,254 per 100,000 population and Manitoba (1,035), Alberta (918), and
Saskatchewan (878) also had violent crime rates in excess of the national average.
Conversely, the Atlantic provinces had a violent crime rate that was significantly under the
national level (801): Prince Edward Island (499), New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland (just over 600).
There are other significant misconceptions in this area as well. For example,
despite the recorded public pressure for the retu rn of the death penalty, the homicide rate
has remained fairly stable at around 2.8 homicides per 100,000 between 1978 and 1985,
dropping to 2.2 per 100,000 in 1986, the lowest recorded rate since 1971. Again, contrary
to what may be public perception, the police solved or cleared about three-quarters of all
reported violent crime.

I

A final ironic observation is that those who are most fearful of violent crime tend to
be the least victimized. While women and the elderly most frequently express concerns for
their personal safety, men under 50 years of age were twice as likely to be victims. 5
Research conducted for the Sentencing Commission of Canada also demonstrated
major public misunderstanding of parole. Parole releases were grossly over-estimated "while the release parole rate is currently less than 33%, 50% of the public estimated
between 60%-100% of offenders are released on parole". The public were also of the view
that parole boards were becoming more lenient towards offenders - the view held by 66%
of the respondents. In fact, release rates have remained relatively stable for the last five
years.
The public view of parole results is no more encouraging. Over 40% of the public
estimate a revocation rate of between 30% and 100% when in actual fact it is only 25%.
Again, these estimates reflect the view that most revocations are the result of new
convictions, whereas, in fact, the majority are violations of release conditions.
5

Canadian Social trends, Summer 1988, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, Statistics
Canada.

I
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Finally, members of the public were asked to estimate the percentage of parolees
convicted of offences of violence before their period of parole had elapsed. Eight percent
were able to provide an accurate estimate; 25% expressed a small over-estimate (10%29%); while 56% grossly over-estimated re-conviction (30%-100%).
These findings correspond closely to the CCJA survey which demonstrated that
only 9% of those polled accurately estimated the percentage of parolees successfully
completing their sentence in the community.
These perceptions are crucial since most objections to parole are based on fear of
the offender committing a similar crime. When asked for the strongest argument against
parole, over half of those surveyed cited recidivism of parolees.
The aura created by a relatively small number of sensational extensively reported
tragedies has eclipsed the general record of responsibility and effectiveness. This gives rise
to the cynical observation that an ounce of image is worth a pound of performance.
Fortunately, the Board has a good record; the key is to present that performance to the
public.
Key Message

-

Key Publics

The development of a communications strategy involves two basic questions:
1.
2.

"What message is to be tr an smitted?"
"To whom and how is the message to be given?"

In answering these questions we can define and confirm the message and identify
existing and new target groups.
At present, it is the extensive coverage given parole "failures" coupled with no
focus on the overall success of most or individual parolees that reinforces an increasingly
negative perception.
A crucial message to emphasize throughout future endeavours is that parole and
other forms of conditional releases are highly successful elements of the criminal justice
system.

•

1

nearly 100% of those granted temporary absence honour the conditions of
their release;
over 80% of those released on day parole return without incident;
close to 70% of those released on full parole successfully complete their
sentence in the community and, of the remainder, only one-half, or 15% of
the total, commit new offences.
Moreover, the public needs to be reminded that the National Parole Board has the
authority to ensure that some offenders serve their full sentences behind bars if the risk is
considered sufficiently great.
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Thus, parole is a door which may swing out but can also swing in; through
revocations and suspensions, or remain closed, by way of refusals to grant parole and
detention hearings.

The key message to be emphasized in this endeavour is that eventually the vast
majority of inmates are coming out and it is the National Parole Board who must make the
crucial decisions as to:
who enters the community on conditional release;
when the entry is made and under what conditions;
with what expectations - in terms of risk, in terms of restitution, and in
terms of rehabilitation.
By the reiteration of this message and by providing factual information on the total
criminal justice system, the National Parole Board can significantly increase understanding
of parole as an effective element in the criminal justice system. Without this increased
understanding, there will be, at best, public apathy and, at worst, anxiety and anger.
Indeed, we have seen recurring cycles of apathy, increasing to anxiety, and
resulting, finally, in anger and antagonism towards parole. Usually, the cycle is set in
motion by a sensational incident. These incidents are addressed with sincerity and
responsibility. Increasingly professional responses by NPB spokespersons tend to curtail
the damage to the total program. However, there is a need for a steady, consistent
reiteration of sound achievements and "success stories" to place the tragic and sensational
in proper perspective.

The role of the National Parole Board and its responsibility for communications are
stated strongly and succinctly in two excerpts from the Mission Document:
"The National Parole Board has as its primary objective the protection of society,
and as its major strategy quality decisions related to conditional release and
clemency."
"We will strive to be open and accountable to the public for our activities ... and we
will also strive to enhance public understanding and acceptance of our role through
active, responsive and honest communication with the public."

The overall strategy that the Board must pursue is short and simple. In two words,
it is "inform the public!" By courageously and consistently pursuing a commitment to this
practice, the Board can:
a.
b.
c.

confront its critics;
maintain its supporters; and
seek new friends.

A communications strategy for the National Parole Board cannot be a slick,
sophisticated exercise in public relations. Being "open and accountable" will become a
mere slogan rather than a promising solution if it reflects compromise rather than
commitment.
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No communications strategy can raise perception above operational practice. When
the Board errs, the results are written large for all to see. On a less dramatic level, an
unreturned phone call or an insensitive response by a Board member or employee can make
a mockery of the Mission Document, its core values and principles. Communications and
operations must be melded to fulfill the Mission Document.
General Recommendations

While the ensuing pages will spell out in greater detail promising initiatives that
might be introduced or increasingly emphasized with a specific public, the following thrust
or recommendations apply across the board:
1.

Strategy - A comprehensive communications strategy should be endorsed

that is consistent with governmental policy, the Parole Act, the Mission
Document and the strategic corporate objectives.

2.

Responsibility - The, communications unit should have primary
responsibility and control over the delivery of communication activities.
The communications services should comply with Government Policy on
Communications; be aware of all communication activities that relate to the
Board; and exercise functional initiative and leadership in relationship to
these activities.

3.

Accountability - Coupled with leadership comes accountability and there

4.

Regional spokespersons should be designated and provided with

should be a full-time permanent administrator/coordinator at the national
level with regional counterparts to implement the approved communications
strategy.

appropriate print and audio-visual material. They should receive regular
revised, timely updates on operational statistics and new policy and program
developments.

5.

Guidelines - Guidelines should be developed by communications services to
assist Board, staff and volunteers in the implementation and continuing
development of a sound communications program.

6.

Training and Development - All staff and Board Members involved in the

communications program should receive, as quickly as possible, training
offered in the Communications Orientation Program. Subsequent training
should be based on evaluated need.

7.

Evaluation - A continuing evaluation process, for reviewing the

effectiveness of communication activities, meeting the requirements of the
Privy Council, and using feedback from the target publics, should be
initiated as soon as possible.
8.

Annual Planning and Assessment - As part of the required communications
planning process, there should be an annual planning exercise, with the full
participation of regions, that flows from the evaluation process but also
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articulates goals for the coming year and defines the resources required to
pursue these goals.
9.

Resources - Specific resource requirements should be specified, once the
Board endorses a set of initiatives, and these should be included in the
Strategic Communications Plan related to the annual MYOP.

10.

Issue Identification - The functions of environmental scanning and public
opinion/ media analysis, along with regional input, should be coordinated
by an Issues Group. (Possibly composed of the Executive Committee
augmented by representatives of the scanning and communications
functions.)

11.

Theme - In all facets of the communications program, emphasis must be
placed on the successful contribution the Board makes to an effective
criminal justice system with its demonstrated conce rn for: risk to the public;
reconciliation with the victim and society; and return of the offender to
society as a law-abiding citizen.

12.

Commitment - In its communications, the Board must arduously pursue,
with courage that will be tested and commitment that will be challenged, the
demanding reality of being responsive and responsible.

13.

Cooperation - The National Parole Board should consider closer worldng
relationships with other communication elements of the Ministry - especially
the Correctional Service of Canada, including: (A) a pilot project in the
Pacific Region of a single communications unit serving at least the
Correctional Service of Canada and the National Parole Board, if not the
Regional Consultation Centre; (B) a process to enable Citizen Advisory
Councils to make proposals and recommendations to the Board; and (C) a
shared Communications Training Program to ensure greater mutual
understanding.

14.

Coordination - The National Parole Board should play a major role in
revitalizing the Ministerial Communications Committee to comply with
government policy, better use resources and coordinate effort. To enhance
the concept of a meeting of peers, the position of Chairperson might be
rotated.

15.

Consultation - The National Parole Board should consider with other
communication elements of the Ministry, a Communications/ Media
Advisory Council with representation from Privy Council, other
government departments, private enterprise, the media and university
schools of journalism, criminology and administration.

With these prerequisites in place, the Board will be in a position to address strategic
publics in a promising and productive manner.
These recommendations and the initiatives which follow will provide focus and
direction to the communications function. As one Community Board Member stated: "In
my years of service, I have developed a keen awareness of the importance of an effective
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communications network... I have developed a strong commitment to assist the Board in
this process. However, I sometimes become frustrated as the direction is not clearly
established."
Hopefully, these proposals and subsequent decisions will provide both clarification
and direction.
Reaching Out

In order to better focus future efforts, a number of key publics have been identified
and listed in order of priority. The form, approach and means will vary somewhat from
group to group. However, the universal element will be the key message and the principles
and values incorporated within the Mission Document.
The critical key publics or participants identified in consultation with Board and
staff members are:
1.

the Minister, other elected officials and members of the Senate;

2.

Board and staff members of the National Parole Board;

3.

special publics, including voluntary agencies, special interest groups,
advisory bodies, the media, service clubs and individual volunteers;

4.

the general public;

5.

inmates and parolees;

6.

international colleagues.

Some clarification as to the ranking of publics may well be in order. That the
Minister heads the list needs little explanation. Under our democratic system, he is
ultimately responsible and accountable for the policies and decisions of the Board. Other
members of Parliament, members of provincial legislatures and municipal leaders all have
responsibilities to their respective constituencies and all are prominent opinion leaders. By
placing them first on the list, we recognize their major responsibilities and their potential for
molding public opinion.
Members of the Board and staff are those responsible for the daily operations and
without their effective functioning, the Board will have problems which cannot be
surrnounted by a communications program. Similarly, without their active participation, no
communications program can achieve optimum results.
Special publics have been designated to include virtually all of the groups that
represent specific community forces. Some might quarrel with including the media in this
omnibus category. This has been done deliberately, not to downgrade the media, but rather
to heighten the focus on the other groups. Moreover, it was done to bring attention to the
need for a continuous, consistent development of effective relationships with the media,
voluntary agencies, and special interest groups. Too often, the attention on the media
relates to critical incidents and greater effort must be made to enable the media to report the
positive rather than just accentuate the negative.
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The general public pays the bills; has the concerns; needs to be better informed; and
deserves consideration.
Inmates and parolees are among the people whose lives are touched by the
decisions of the Board members. We have a special responsibility to them to ensure that
they know "the rules of the game". Otherwise, their accountability is lessened.
Finally, we have cited the international community. Canadians are not boastful, but
we have less to be modest about than we assume. This is certainly true of our correctional
programs, including parole, and one way of helping the public better appreciate these
programs is by international recognition.
These, then, are the key or strategic target groups. They should also be our key
respondents. Communications is a two-way process, and while we should be concerned
with getting our message across to them, we should also be sensitive and responsive to
messages that they transmit to us. This takes on added importance in terms of a review of
the annual Strategic Communications Plan, and appropriate revision of that plan as a result
of reactions from these same target groups.
In considering each of these groups, a number of initiatives have been identified.
Some initiatives represent new departures; others represent a refinement or expansion of an
existing initiative; some will call for restructuring and/or reinforcing current efforts; some
will have a national application; others a regional thrust - some will depend on selected
individuals, others will need the contribution of all Board and staff members - all will
represent a positive effort to be open, accountable, understood, and worthy of support.
In their totality, they provide the opportunity for all to contribute and participate. In
terms of implementation, each will require careful consideration, planning and the
identification of necessary human and other resources. They are, in one respect, a
catalogue of constructive communication activities designed to gain the Board better
understanding and appreciation.
In their total impact, they should reach as many Canadians as possible and involve
the contribution of each Board and staff member. 6

6

This basic approach was first employed in 1982 to develop Strategies to Improve the Image
of the Correctional Service of Canada and met with a measure of success in improving the
public perception of that very large and contentious agency.
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PRIORITY NUMBER 1 - The Minister, Elected Officials and Members of
the Senate

In developing a communications plan for the Board, the Solicitor General is of
paramount importance. The Board has access to Parliament through the Minister and it is
the Minister who is ultimately answerable to Parliament for the operations of the Board. It
is absolutely essential that a vigilant, sensitive effort be made to ensure that the Minister is
kept informed. While the Minister immediately becomes aware of major tragic events,
additional efforts should be exerted to ensure that he is also aware of potentially sensitive or
controversial decisions or developments that may require his response. He should also be
kept informed of positive and favourable developments in relation to the work of the Board
and its staff. Obtaining and maintaining the confidence of the Canadian public is much
more likely if there is clear and constant communication with the Minister and his
cornments are both responsive and reassuring.
Factual information that does not violate the right to privacy, the Charter of Rights,
or other related legislation, should be available to all elected officials and members of the
Senate. Special attention should be devoted to the Standing Committee on Justice and the
Solicitor General.
While Members of Parliament and Senators and the public have a "right to know",
it is nevertheless appropriate to say that the Minister has "a right to know first". Without
endangering the concept of being open and accountable; responsive and responsible; or
operating with candour and discretion, constant efforts must be made to ensure the
Minister's complete awareness of significant developments.
To heighten NPB sensitivity to this need, consideration should be given to the
development of a 24-hour scan and report of both program and communication activities.
At the present time, the Correctional Service of Canada prepares, on a daily basis, two
separate reports, one entitled SINTREP, a security report, and the other, COMREP, a
report of communication activities - past, present and future. Similar information could be
developed in a single parole summary covering a 24-hour period (with an appropriate title
such as PAR-REP for parole report, NAP-RAP for national parole wrap-up, or simply LA
PAROLE or The Word).
Correspondence addressed to the Minister and/or the Chairperson from members of
the public, and especially Members of Parliament and Senators, should elicit a fast and
fastidious response. About 50% of all correspondence addressed to the Minister or the
Chairperson on the subject of parole comes from Ontario. This raises two questions: must
correspondence always be responded to solely by the written word? And, does the
predominance of correspondence emanating from Ontario suggest a certain feeling of
"distance" from the Board's activities in relation to other regions.
In any event, consideration should be given to the establishment of a toll-free Zenith
number that elected officials and constituents could use to obtain relevant information in a
more timely fashion. Correspondence is cited here because many citizens write to their MP
with questions and requests related to parole. A recent survey indicated that the average
response time for written enquiries was 5 weeks, while response times of up to 12 or more
weeks were not uncommon. The use of sensitive staff and telephones should be carefully
considered and possibly a pilot project launched in the Ontario Region.
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In relation to all elected officials and Senators, it must be kept in mind that they are
key opinion setters. They are also entitled to information and every effort should be taken
to keep them informed, enabling them to give accurate assessments on general and specific
developments in the most knowledgeable and objective fashion.
1. The Minister and his Staff

Purpose:
1.

To develop mutual understanding between the Minister and the National
Parole Board.

2.

To promote the perception that the decision-making process of the Board is
independent.

3.

To promote the Board as being responsive and responsible.

1
1

Proposed Strategies:
a.

Develop a summary daily report on the immediate past, present and
anticipated operations and developments of Board activities.

b.

Encourage the involvement of the Minister in Board conferences and
seminars.

c.

Promote contact and visits by the Minister and ministerial staff with regional
Board personnel to heighten sensitivity and awareness of the ministerial role
vis-à-vis the Board and Parliament.

a

d.

Hold informal meetings between the Chairperson, the communications
coordinator and ministerial staff to ensure a coordinated and consistent
approach to communications matters.

1

e.

Provide support services and briefing material for all regional visits by the
Minister.

f.

Make every effort to keep the Minister's office informed of potential and
actual developments pertaining to NPB operations.

g.

Identify public education opportunities for the Minister to increase public
understanding and support.

h.

Develop ways of reducing response time to Ministerial correspondence and
written requests for information. (This could include telephone responses
to wiitten questions posed by constituents to their MPs and subsequently
referred to the Minister and/or Chairman.)

i.

The development of a ministerial handbook on parole that is subjected to
continuous updating.

1.
1
1
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J.

Provide the Minister with reports from the Issues Group, containing both
environmental scanning and media relations analyses, that identify potential
emerging issues, trends and opportunities as well as proposed initiatives.

k.

Consider the following recommendations pertaining to Committees on
Justice and the Solicitor General; Parliamentary Critics and Senators,
Members of Parliament, Members of Legislative Assemblies or Provincial
Parliaments and Municipal Leaders and seek approval for appropriate action
as they can only proceed on the basis of the Minister's approval and
support.

2. House and Senate Committees on Justice and the Solicitor General

Purpose:
1.

To demonstrate that the Board is responsive to the Committee and its
responsibilities.

2.

To demonstrate that the Board is responsive and responsible in relation to
social change and developing situations.

3.

To demonstrate that the Board is capable to respond in an objective,
considered manner to any major issue of concern or interest to the Commit—
tee.

Proposed Strategies:
a.

Provide comprehensive briefings and information kits on matters of concern
or interest to the Committee or to its individual members.

b.

When requested, provide comprehensive briefings on significant meetings,
conferences or developments related to the Board.

c.

For each appearance before the Committee, review and revise reports, in
consultation with the Deputy Minister and the Minister's staff, to ensure
reporting capability and accuracy on any possible topic.

d.

Inform the Cotnmittee of major new or emerging issues, policies and
programs.

e.

Provide outside spokespersons such as research experts, ex-offenders,
selected representatives of voluntary organizations, as well as
representatives of victims groups, groups concerned with women offenders
and native organizations as resource persons to the Committee on selected
topics.

f.

Ensure that they receive copies of all NPB press releases.

g.

Provide them with copies of all major publications including NPB This
Week.
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h.

Invite them to appropriate national conferences to participate in discussions
of major issues and to meet Board members.

j.

Ensure that their comments, criticisms and requests are responded to in a
factual, objective manner.

J.

Through the scanning capability of the Board, ensure that they have a
current appreciation of "our unfolding universe" as external developments
relate to parole activities.

k.

Consider the identification and use of Board members or staff persons
within the regions to serve as "constituency contacts" to bring local
relevance to policies and programs enunciated in Ottawa.

3. Parliamentary Critics

Purpose: To reduce the incidence of public criticism which is inaccurate or not based on
factual evidence.
Proposed Strategies:
a.

Appoint a liaison person or persons charged with the responsibility for
assisting in improving worldng relationships with the parliamentary critics.

b.

Develop a system which ensures that the official liaison is fully informed of
enquiries made at the national, regional and local levels.

c.

Provide comprehensive facts in response to written enquiries and indicate in
relation to selected matters that the Chairperson and/or senior members or
staff will be willing to give detailed briefings on the subject.

d.

Provide them with copies of all press releases.

e.

Provide copies of major publications, including the Mission Statement as
well as NPB This Week.

f.

Invite them to sit in on parole board hearings.

g.

Invite them to appropriate meetings, seminars and social events at both
national and regional headquarters.

4. Senators, Members of Parliament . MLAs and Municipal Leaders

Purpose: To provide legislators and opinion leaders with sound, basic information on
parole in order to increase their lcnowledge and ability to share the information with their
constituents.
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Proposed Strategies:
a.

In each region, identify the Board members and staff having a responsibility
for developing good working relationships with the elected officials within
the region.

b.

Determine their areas of concern and take the necessary steps to meet these
concerns.

c.

Prepare, on an annual basis, a brief publication containing high-lights of the
year's operations and send it to them on an annual basis.
The high-lighted version of the Annual Report would contain current
statistics of an operational nature for the past year as well as an indication of
the corporate objectives for the forthcoming year.

1
1
1

1

1

d.

Provide copies of all major publications.

e.

Send them copies of NPB press releases.

f.

Invite them to visit NPB offices within the region.

g.

Invite selected individuals to observe Parole Board Hearings.

h.

Invite them to regional meetings, seminars and related events to give them
an opportunity to express their concerns or interests.

i.

Invite them to participate in formal and special ceremonies including the
opening of new offices, major exhibits and seminars.

j.

In crisis situations, inform them of the situation as quickly as possible and
ensure that they have as complete an awareness of the facts as is possible.

k.

Where appropriate, and where they have expressed interest, consider
individuals for possible appointment as temporary or community Board
members, after they have retired from politics.

1.

Whenever there is a regional press release, consider the possibility of
including a specific reference to them or, again if appropriate, a quotation
from them.

m.

With the cooperation of supportive municipal officials, seek the opportunity
to present the parole story to meetings of municipal leaders ranging from
sessions of local government to the an nual conference of The Federation of
C an adi an Municipalities. (For many C an adians, federal and even provincial
governments seem too distant while local government seems more
approachable and closer to the level of their concerns and interests.)
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PRIORITY NUMBE,R 2 - National Parole Board Members and Staff
National Parole Board members and staff give life and meaning to the Mission
Document. Without their manifestation of the principles and core values, the Mission
Statement becomes a platitudinous document. A potential resource, the Mission Document,
can be converted to a damaging liability if members of the Board and staff do not act in
accordance with its precepts.
A communications strategy can only reflect reality. Board and staff performance
create that reality. They are the Board's most valuable resource and the communications
plan should stress this concept.
The participation of individuals within the National Parole Board in implementing
this communications strategy is essential and the process of winning their cooperation and
contribution was initiated by seeldng and obtaining their contributions to this report.
Their involvement has begun - it should be encouraged and increased by
consideration and implementation of the appropriate subsequent measures.
In developing communication initiatives for Members and staff of the Board, the
Mission becomes the medium.
The Mission Document makes several strong statements to drive an internal
communications program.
"We will strive to clearly articulate and communicate the corporate values, guiding
principles and expected results. Given this direction, we trust individuals to carry
out their responsibilities and hold them accountable to do so...
We must provide an environment which is healthy, secure, and conducive to the
achievement of the Mission. This milieu must be characterized by open and honest
communications, where one can express ideas and concerns. To achieve our
mission, we must be open to change and continually strive to improve. Training
and development opportunities will be provided consistent with the individual's
needs and with the achievement of the Mission.
There must be willingness to change the structures and responsibilities within the
organization when doing so will facilitate achievement of the mission. Those
affected must have an opportunity to participate in discussion of such changes, be
informed of any changes and be provided with the reasons why such decisions are
being taken."
There is subsequent reference to the responsibility to ensure that Board Members
have all pertinent information required in their decision-making process and to keep them
fully informed of developments not only within the Board but within the criminal justice
system and the external environment.
"The National Parole Board recognizes that information is a major resource required
to achieve our mission and that it is essential to effectively manage this resource.
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We require relevant, accurate and timely information to support decision-making
processes...we must encourage and support research and evaluation which will
contribute to the development of our lcnowledge and information base."
The contribution of environmental scanning is strongly underlined.
"We must be informed of the economic, social and political environment in which
we operate. We must strive to ensure that the information which is essential to
support and permit the improvement of our operations is readily available..."
"We will strive to be responsive to our environment and to the needs of
individuals."
Finally, in terms of the requirement for Board Members and staff to contribute to
the total communications program, there is the ultimate fundamental commitment.

•

"We will snive to be open and accountable to the public for our activities, while
respecting the individual's right to privacy and protection. We will strive to
enhance public understanding and acceptance of our role through active, responsive
and honest communication with the public."
The initiatives that follow were provided, in part, by Regional Board Members and
staff and reflect, to a considerable extent, the current impact of the Mission Document on
Board and staff members.
Purpose:
1.

To provide the motivation, support and opportunities for Members of the
Board and staff to make a positive contribution to an improved perception of
the Board.

2.

To improve the information flow so that personnel can achieve a better
understanding of the organization and improve overall performance.

3.

To reflect in practice the significant core values and principles within the
Mission Document.

Proposed Strategies:
a.

In accordance with Government Communications Policy, designate regional
spokespersons for the Board; utilize temporary Board members and
community Board members - even to the point of freeing them from their
more traditional roles - and, based on a Board member's interest, abilities
and career contacts, assign Board members to serve as "communicators" or
liaison with specific significant groups.

The Governmental Communications Policy, including the requirement for an annual
communications plan, as well as the designation of regional spokespersons must be fully
met by the NPB.
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The potential initiative represented by existing Board members and their extensive
networks should be used to greater advantage. Some effort has been made and experience
gained but it should be expanded upon and become a planned coordinated aspect of the total
communications plan.
b.

Provide an organization structure with responsibility for the implementation
of the communications plan and subsequent accountability for carrying it
out.

In essence, this means the provision of leadership and support. A clear functional
responsibility should link national and regional headquarters with clearly defined
responsibility centres and adequate support services.
The Board is fortunate in having attracted a number of individuals with impressive
experience and qualifications in communications. However, the group could benefit from
greater security, clearer direction and improved co-ordination of activities.
c.

Specific training courses, in addition to the Communications Orientation
Program, should be developed and/or used to provide designated Board
members and selected staff with improved ability to serve as spokespersons
in relation to both critical incidents and ongoing positive contacts with the
media.

All such training courses should include videotaped simulated interviews and
should employ media representatives as instructors.
d.

Regional capability and confidence should be reinforced by the "back-up"
availability of professional experienced national headquarters
communicators who can be called upon to lend support and guidance in
sensitive situations.

At present, such capability exists within the national headquarters and should be
used, especially, in dealing with crisis situations and maintaining sound relationships with
the media across the country.
e.

The national headquarters should provide extensive support material for
regional spokespersons including information kits and videotapes. Monthly
information sheets, termed Quick-Fax, covering major operational statistics
and short informative messages could be facsimilied to all spokespersons.

An audio-video presentation on the Mission Document itself is highly desirable if
the Mission Document is to be a driving force behind the communications program.
f.

Specific focus should be placed on weekly newspapers and a series of
timely, informative articles should be provided for these publications.

The most prevalent misconceptions about parole exist in the rural areas and these
"down-home" publications can be of great assistance in reaching the "grass roots."

1
1
1

1
1
1

a
1
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g.

The publication, NPB This Week, has gained readership and should receive
increased direction and guidance to become a major conduit of professional
information.

This can be achieved without losing current and desired friendly informality. For
example, the current weekly question could be related to parole. Instead of asking the
name of the first Canadian-born Prime Minister, the question might be, "Who was the first
Chairman of the Parole Board?" Consideration should also be given to the development of
regional input into the publication or encourage Regions to produce a regional companion
publication.
h.

Acicnowledging resource limitations, creative efforts should be undertaken
to develop a cadre of former Board and staff members all willing to serve as
resource people in carrying out specific short-term communications
assignments; ranging from interpreting the work of the Board, to assisting
in the development of pamphlets, brochures and exhibits.

i.

To heighten the sensitivity of Board and staff to "the economic, social and
political environment in which we operate", a monthly publication
summarizing the significant articles, research reports, legislative
developments and judicial decisions that may affect parole policy and
program, should be summarized and made available to Board and staff
members in a simple, succinct format.

Sensitivity, awareness and understanding of significant policy and program
developments need to be developed. As late as the autumn of 1987, the study evaluation of
the Communications Program by the Communications Services Branch of the Department
of Supply and Services noted that "NPB spokespersons have a poor understanding of the
Sentencing Commission Report and limited access to it. They need to know the Board's
position ..."
To improve the situation will require the coordinated contributions of the strategic
scanning group, legal services and the Ministry library. The latter has been approached and
has expressed confidence in a capability to help meet this need.
In this regard, there are two key American publications, the Criminal Justice Digest
and the Correctional Digest which could serve as models for the format and could also be
continuing sources of information.
This publication would be a "Reader's Digest" approach to keeping Board members
and staff aware of developments relative to parole. Those interested in pursuing the matter
further could then obtain the source document for detailed study.
j.

The development of an annual review, as distinct from the required annual
report but based on the latter, should be developed both as a record of
achievement for Board and staff members and as an informational document
for the media and public.

Board members and staff are responsible for the achievements and their
contribution should be recorded and recognized. In the words of the Mission Document,
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"Individuals must be supported and encouraged in the exercise of their responsibilities, and
be recognized for their accomplishments."
An annual publication with a title such as "The Year In Review," could provide an
attractive record and informative document for both internal and external communications
purposes, especially if it included significant operational statistics with inherent "shelf
value" for all interested parties, especially the media.
k.

Efforts should be made to develop a more planned approach to staff
development opportunities including an annual presentation to staff of
possible seminar, workshop and conference participation. In a similar vein,
reading lists and the news of developments in the field should also be
circulated.
Serious efforts should be made to explore the viability of monthly
teleconferences, linking the regions and headquarters, in which major
issues, developments and emerging policy can be discussed and clarified
with almost all regional Board members and staff.

This initiative could go a long way to reducing the incidence of rumour and
speculation within the organization and would give everyone a greater sense of participation
and involvement.
m.

Greater attention should be given to staff development opportunities
including educational study leave; participation in the training programs
available through the Public Service Commission and exchange placements
between national and regional headquarters.

n.

Efforts should be made to ensure that support staff have planned
opportunities to visit correctional facilities and parole offices to gain a
greater appreciation of the total parole process and the key role of the
Correctional Service of Canada.

o.

The Board should become a participant in the Incentive Awards Program of
the Public Service Commission.

This program offers recognition and remuneration for innovative efforts to reduce
costs; increase effectiveness and/or achieve greater public support.
p.

A planned program of encouraging and sponsoring membership in
recognized local, national and international criminal justice organizations
should be undertaken to develop liaison and alliances with such groups.

q.

With the co-operation of the Secretariat, efforts should be made to ensure
that articles related to parole are included in Liaison.

At a minimum, there should be at least two such major articles each year.
r.

A special task force with representation from regional Board members,
regional staff and the Communications Group should be charged with the
responsibility to review successful internal communications systems in both
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industry and gove rn ment and to make recommendations for implementation
of those most likely to serve the Board.
The study would include but not be limited to the use of VTR, teleconferencing,
special announcements, staff suggestion systems, the use of paycheques to disseminate key
information to all staff, and other initiatives with demonstrated effectiveness.
s.

A speakers' bureau should be developed to operate at both the national and
regional levels. Members of the bureau would include, in addition to fulltime members, community and temporary Board members, selected staff
members, and current or former parolees.

At present, speaking engagements are primarily in response to requests and, while
generous and helpful, may constitute "preaching to the converted". A conscious,
coordinated effort should be made to contact specific, influential groups.
This effort must be supported by an appropriate array of written and audio-visual
material. It is also possible that a number of past or present parolees could also participate
and be teamed with a Board or staff member. Such shared presentations would have
heightened impact and could attract positive media coverage.
PRIORITY NUMBER 3 - Special Publics

The National Parole Board is responsible for all conditional release decisions but it
is totally reliant on the Correctional Service of Canada and a considerable number of nongovernmental organizations for information on which to base these decisions as well as
their co-operation and capability to give subsequent effect to these decisions.
Again, the Mission Document is quite explicit:
"The National Parole Board has as its primary objective the protection of society,
and has as its major strategy quality decisions related to conditional release and
clemency. Conditional release facilitates the timely reintegration of offenders by
providing them, during the course of their sentences, with opportunities to establish
themselves in the community as law-abiding citizens. The Board, in providing
opportunities for reintegration, contributes to the protection of society by setting
conditions suitable to each individual and, if required, by returning the offender to
custody or reducing the constraints imposed. The NPB will strive to ensure that
once a specific release program has been approved, the Board will be notified in a
timely and professional manner of any significant changes which occurred... and
respond as required."
Subsequently, the Mission Document reinforces these points by stating,
"Accepting that the community is the only environment in which the offender can
fully demonstrate the ability to function as a law-abiding citizen, gradual release to
the community, and quality community supervision and support are essential to
achieve our mission of protecting society by facilitating the timely reintegration of
offenders."
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While recognizing that the Correctional Service of Canada is the National Parole
Board's paramount partner in the parole process, this report does not deal in depth or detail
with initiatives to improve the flow of information between the two organizations. The
rationale is as follows:
1.

Reasonably effective mechanisms exist for the flow of such information; for
example, the inter-linkages committee and closer relations in the regions.

2.

As its former Chairman, the new Commissioner brings to his new
responsibilities a full appreciation of the operational information needs of
the National Parole Board.

3.

The Correctional Service of Canada has established two task forces, one on
community and institutional programs and another on communications,
whose deliberations will focus extensively on effective and timely
communication and mutual support.

Nevertheless, some observations and suggestions can be offered:

a.

Basically sound policy and procedure exists for effective communication
between the two organizations. The basic problem is to ensure that the
processes are used and that commitments, once made, become standard
operating procedure.
To provide the system with greater accountability, consideration could be
given to having the Inspector General's Branch of the CSC comment on the
effectiveness of operational communications and supportive activities as part
of regular audits.

In the consultation process, there was a strong recommendation that the
National Parole Board have centralized full file data on each inmate and
parolee in order to ensure that, if required, the fullest possible information is
available. While endorsing the need for ready access to such information,
supporting the establishment of full central files, and the accompanying
costs, is seen as a last resort.
b.

Both organizations should feel free to refer matters to the national
interlinkage committee when resolution by agreement cannot be achieved at
the regional level. It must also be clearly understood that "the buck stops"
at National Headquarters and such matters must be resolved in an
expeditious manner.

c.

Case preparation manuals, parole supervision guidelines and all other
information relative to the parole process should be reviewed to increase
clarity, purpose and direction.

d.

CSC and NPB should conduct regular workshops on subjects such as case
preparation, parole supervision, as well as criteria for decisions relative to
parole granting, parole suspension, parole revocations and detention
hearings. (These workshops might benefit from the use of role-playing
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techniques in which CSC and NPB representatives exchange roles and
responsibilities.)
e.

Planned management inspired staff exchanges between CSC and NPB staff
should be considered as well as relatively short-term assignment of CSC
personnel to the National Parole Board.

f.

Wherever possible, there should be joint participation in policy and program
development to ensure that the outcomes reflect the needs of both
organizations.

However, despite the mechanisms, the cost of maintaining good communications
and effective worldng relationships, "facilitating the timely reintegration of offenders", is
one of constant vigilance and repetitive reminders. To exemplify this point, it is interesting
to note that a draft proposal for the development of a Task Force on Community and
Institutional Programs, dated July 5, 1988, makes no reference to a National Parole Board
representative. While this was undoubtedly an initial oversight, subsequently remedied, it
underlines the need to convert constructive policy to consistent practice.
National Voluntary Agencies
Turning to the non-governmental sector, the National Parole Board and the
Remission Service before it, has a long, historical relationship with voluntary agencies in
both case preparation and the subsequent supervision of parolees. Traditionally, these
organizations have included the Salvation Army Correctional Services, the John Howard
Society of Canada and its affiliates, the Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies
and affiliates, the St. Leonard's Society and Service de Réadaptation Sociale Inc., among
others. More recently, they have been joined by other direct service voluntary agencies
such as the Seventh Step Societies; the Native Counselling Services of Alberta, the Native
Clan of Manitoba and the Allied Indian Metis Society of British Columbia. Even more
recently, entrepreneurial-type organizations have emerged. Probably the most widely
k.nown of these is Operation Springboard in Toronto.
Closely related to these direct service organizations are a number of organizations
and groups focussed on promoting a more effective criminal justice system and offer both
encouragement and constructive criticism perceived to contribute to that goal. Such
organizations would include the Canadian Criminal Justice Association, the Alliance of
Prison Aftercare Agencies, the Church Council on Criminal Justice and Corrections and the
National Associations Active in Criminal Justice.
In a related but separate organization the Canadian Association of Paroling
authorities, the paroling authorities, themselves, have established a forum to share
information and to consider policy and program development.
The enhancement of working relationships and the development of more effective
communications with all these groups is indicated within the Mission Document.
"The National Parole Board recognizes that information is a major resource required
to achieve our mission and that it is essential to effectively manage this resource.
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"We require relevant, accurate and timely information to support decision-making
processes (and) to ensure responsible program delivery...
"We must be informed of the economic, social and political environment in which
we operate.
"We will foster an active exchange of information with our colleagues throughout
the criminal justice system... and with agencies and individuals who share common
interest in social justice issues."
Purpose:
1.

Benefiting from better communications and consultation with the agencies.

2.

Increasing mutual understanding of respective roles.

3.

Ensuring the continued support of these organizations to the parole process
and the National Parole Board.

Proposed Strategies:
a.

Designate a specific liaison person between the NPB and major voluntary
agencies.

b.

Maintain a working relationship with the existing consultation committee of
the Canadian Criminal Justice Association and share this resource and
confidential "sounding board" with the Correctional Service of Canada to
ensure a common shared response.

c.

Develop on a quarterly basis a "Report from the National Parole Board"
which could serve as a feature insert in the publications of professional
journals having an interest and wide distribution in the criminal justice field.

d.

In preparing policy proposals, ensure that voluntary agencies have an
adequate and appropriate opportunity to provide consultation in the process.

e.

Include representatives of national voluntary agencies and related
organizations to serve as resource persons to internal task forces or
committees responsible for development and/or implementation of major
NPB policies.

f.

A quarterly newsletter should be developed and distributed to voluntary
agencies. They should also receive copies of NPB This Week.

g.

The National Parole Board should continue to provide leadership to the
Canadian Association of Paroling Authorities and should continue its active
involvement in the Arnerican Association of Paroling Authorities.

h.

At the regional level, there are examples of Parole Board members serving
as liaison persons with specific individual agencies. For example,
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community residential centres in the Pacific. This concept has proven to be
helpful and should be expanded to include all direct service agencies.
If this represents too demanding a workload for full-time Board members,
Temporary or Community Board members could be used in this role as could former Board
and staff members under contract having due regard to conflict of interest guidelines.
Invite selected representatives of national voluntary agencies to participate in
NPB-sponsored workshops and conferences.
J.

From time to time, invite colleagues from these agencies who are critical of
Board policy to share their specific concerns to the Senior Management
Committee of the Board.

k.

Consider requests from agencies seeking funding for demonstration projects
or innovative programs and lend support to the submissions where it is
warranted.

1.

Co-sponsor and encourage meetings of direct service voluntary agencies
with the National Parole Board and those responsible for program
management within the Correctional Service of Canada.

m.

Provide them with copies of all NPB press releases as well as new
publications and encourage them to serve as distribution outlets.

n.

As part of the evaluation of the annual Strategic Communications Plan,
solicit their views as to the relevance of NPB publications, especially those
designed to serve their needs.

o.

Inform national voluntary agencies that the National Parole Board is willing
to provide reciprocal representation on committees which they may develop
to consider or evaluate their policies and programs.

p.

Provide, on a selective basis, opportunities for the exchange of personnel or
for secondments to the staff of the Board from voluntary agencies.

Special Interest Groups

The Board needs to demonstrate a continuous concerted effort to communicate and
develop effective relationships with major special interest groups. This is a major challenge
emanating in large measure from the Mission Document and from Regulation 26, calling
for a public education program under the Parole Act.
"Our contribution to the protection of society encompasses society at large... we
recognize the protection of society may mean different things to different segments
of society. In the discharge of our responsibilities, we will consider the various
interests."
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"We will strive to enhance public understanding and acceptance of our role through
active, responsive and honest communication with the public. We will strive to be
responsive to our environment and to the needs of individuals."
And again "Recognition and respect for the dignity of the individual demand that the Board be
sensitive to demonstrate respect for the social and cultural differences of individual
offenders."
There is an impressing array of significant organizations in Canada that have not
been considered in relation to communication activities of the Board. There are some
obvious exceptions to this general statement, such as the Canadian Association of Chiefs of
Police and the work of the National Joint Committee, which the Board has actively
supported since its inception. However, this helpful and productive experience has not led
to forging similar alliances or developing greater communication and understanding with
other significant groups.
These groups represent prominent potential allies that can prove helpful in winning
greater understanding and support for the Board but also increased community-based
resources for the parole process and assistance for individual offenders.
A partial list of such groups would include the religious community, native and
ethnic groups, women's organizations, professional and labour organizations, the Chamber
of Commerce, Canadian Manufacturers' Association, the Canadian Association of Small
Businesses, the Canadian Association on Adult Education, associations representing the
judiciary, especially the Canadian Association of Provincial Court Judges, the network of
Women's Institutes across the country, service clubs, and the growing number of victims
group s .
Time and resources should be expended on developing relationships with these
constituencies and improving their understanding of the parole process as quickly as
possible. It is difficult, or virtually impossible, to do this when the public is mesmerized
and traumatized by a sensational tragic incident. Relationships must be nurtured in the
"quiet times" in order that their benefits can be brought to bear during more critical
moments. If approached, they can be potential prominent allies or advocates. If ignored,
their presence may well be made known as a result of their critical, though not necessarily
fully informed, comment.

Purpose:
1.

To demonstrate sensitive concern for the views of specific groups and
organizations.

2.

To increase their understanding.

3.

To earn their support.
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Proposed S trategies:
General
a.

Develop a comprehensive listing of such groups and identify specific
contact persons to initiate more effective relationships.

b.

Distribute NPB information packages and conduct follow-up through the
designated contact persons.

c.

Determine the need for further specific information packages, especially
targeted for specific interest groups. Extend the offer to provide speakers to
address the interest groups.

d.

On request, respond quickly and effectively to queries, criticisms or
challenges expressed by individual associations or functional groups.

e.

Develop feedback and evaluation systems with participating groups.

Efforts should be made to select specific professional magazines and functional
publications as possible outlets for articles of special interest to their readers.
$pecific Groups

Victims Groups
a.

Publish and distribute the Victims Handbook on Parole as quickly as
possible and/or take the initiative to enlist the cooperation of other elements
of the Criminal Justice System in creating a single, comprehensive resource
handbook for victims.

b.

As part of the parole hearing process, give consideration to the
demonstrated efforts of the applicant to effect restitution, reparation and/or
reconciliation, either specific or symbolic, as a significant factor in the
parole decision-maldng process. This would represent a significant step
towards compliance with Principle 3 of the Report of the Standing
Committee on Justice and the Solicitor General which stated "...
Sentencing, corrections and conditional release should have reparation and
reconciliation built into them..."

c.

Provide avenues for communication and consultation on all matters of
conditional release relevant to the concerns of victims.

d.

Place a top priority on responding, with both speed and sensitivity, to
concerns raised by victims in communications with the Minister or the
Chairperson.

e.

Routinely monitor the media for criticisms and concerns expressed by
victims or victims groups. Respond to these reports in a responsive,
effective, professional manner.
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Women's Groups

The National Parole Board should make a concerted effort to malce effective contact
with the significant array of women's organizations concerned with the Status of Women in
general, and female offenders and victims in particular. These organizations represent an
extensive and highly effective network across the country.
Women are all too frequently the victims of crime and tend to be amongst the most
abused victims. At least four of the most sensational recent homicides committed by
individuals on conditional release involve female victims.
Ironically, at the federal level, programming for federal female inmates is a major
and, in the opinion of many, an unmet challenge due to the relatively small numbers
involved.
The National Parole Board should take steps to demonseate both sensitivity and
concern for women, whether they be victims, offenders or interested citizens.
Initial steps could include:
a.

The designation of special liaison representatives of the Board at the level of
both Headquarters and the Regions.

b.

The provision of information and assistance to organizations concerned with
concerns regarding women. As relationships with such groups are
developed, they should be given opportunities to make significant
contributions to the release planning and provision of resources to female
parole applicants who have special needs or difficulties in obtaining required
community support and resources.

c.

In relation to the above, consideration should be given to the development
of a program, including selection, support and consultant services, that
would provide a number of individual home placements as an alternative to
group halfway houses or residential facilities.

d.

Indicate a preparedness to provide representation from the Board to the
committees recommended by the Standing Committee Report, Taking
Responsibility, to recommend priorities for research and to propose at least
one plan to address the problems related to the community and institutional
accommodation and programming for federal female offenders.

e.

Under the leadership of the aforementioned liaison person, and with
consultation with interested women's groups, develop an informational
brochure that addresses conditional release with the special concerns of
women in mind.

The Native Community

The native offender represents a particular challenge to the National Parole Board.
The Correctional Service of Canada indicates that while 42.1% of the general inmate
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population was released on full parole, only 18.3% of the known native inmate population
was released on full parole. A reticence to apply for parole is reflected and reinforced by
this statistic. In addition, it is frequently difficult to develop adequate release plans with
commensurate community support.
The National Parole Board should pursue some special initiatives in regard to the
native offender, native communities and organizations. Some significant steps could
include:
a.

An open public commitment to those recommendations of the Special Task
Force on Native Offenders that have been accepted.

b.

Specific objectives should be established for the increase in parole grant
rates to a level that is more in keeping with the national average.

c.

The appointment of a liaison person, preferably a native, to coordinate and
assist in the development of effective productive relations with native
organizations and communities.

d.

In relation to specific applications for parole that require special
consideration or release plans, share these needs and concerns with native
organizations and communities with the hope of enlisting their support in
meeting unmet or difficult needs. The National Parole Board should
support and make known its support wherever possible of
recommendations regarding natives contained in the Standing House
Committee Report, Talcing Responsibility.

e.

The National Parole Board should make a public commitment to
implementing Recommendation 78 of the House Standing Committee
Report that calls for an advisory committee on native offenders to include
the major native organizations involved in .criminal justice matters and which
will serve both the Correctional Service of Canada and the National Parole
Board.

The Judiciary

a.

Make contact with the Canadian Provincial Court Judges Association and
develop a co-operative program for the effective presentation of the parole
process.

b.

Contact the Canadian Judicial Centre, University of Ottawa, and offer
appropriate resource persons and content for the development of their
curriculum for new judges.

c.

Extend invitations to members of the judiciary to observe Parole Board
hearings.

a.

With National Headquarters' support, regions should review their
relationship with local police organizations and take necessary steps to

Police
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improve communication and mutual understanding. (This is especially
important in relation to information related to offenders on conditional
release.)
b.

Develop articles and pamphlets that reflect sound and effective models of
police/parole cooperation, e.g., participation in "muster messages" and
"roll-call training".

c.

Offer NPB resources in presentations at the Canadian Police College and
other police training and development endeavours.

d.

In cooperation with CSC and wherever possible, seek and make use of
routine police 24-hour occurrence reports to assist in monitoring those
under parole supervision.

e.

Effect closer working relationships with police communications or public
relations units to improve mutual understanding and, whenever possible,
coordinated responses to public concerns.

Educational Community

a.

Provide a visiting fellowship for a criminal justice researcher to undertake
specific projects which will contribute to increased understanding and
support of the public for the parole process.

b.

Offer the participation of Parole Board members in courses designed to train
practitioners in criminal justice or related fields.

c.

Identify a number of successful parolees who are prepared to share their
positive experiences and make their presentations available - in writing, on
VTR and in person.

d.

Develop and make available presentation "teams" composed of, on the one
hand, representatives of the Board or staff and, on the other hand,
"successful" former parolees.

e.

Exploration should be undertaken with the Council of Ministers of
Education to ascertain the possibility of providing provincial departments of
education printed and electronic information to give school children and
youth a better understanding of the ciiminal justice system and the parole
process.

The Media
The media represents the most important access to the general public. As a result,
there should be a concerted effort to ensure that editorial boards and others responsible for
informing the public are fully briefed on the role, function and performance of the Board.
This places a significant burden on the Chairperson, regional senior members, and all
designated spokespersons.
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Also, it will demand consistently demonstrated courage and commitment especially
in relation to those incidents in which the decision and faith of the Board in a specific
offender is called into question as a result of the individual subsequently committing a
heinous offense.
However, the Mission Document demands no less: "we will strive to be open and
accountable to the public.. , we will also strive to enhance public understanding and
acceptance of our role through active, responsive and honest communication with the
public."
At the present time, while there is still a significant inclination on the part of media
representatives to support the Board and the parole process, there has been a lessening of
support. This support will fu rt her erode if:
a.

there are further incidents that place the credibility of the Board in jeopardy,
and/or

b.

existing basically supportive relationships with the media are not nurtured
and developed.

The Report of the Standing Committee on Justice and the Solicitor General called
for the retention of conditional release and acceptance of proposals of the Solicitor General
to improve conditional release. This should help strengthen editorial support. HoWeyer,
this situation should be carefully monitored. At the sarne time, the Board should take steps
to ensure that its policies, procedures and processes are clearly understood by editorial
writers.
At the present time, the Board has at its disposal, at least at the headquart ers level,
experienced professionals with the demonstrated capability of relating effectively with the
media. The recent experience of having one of them represent the Board's interest in the
midst of the repercussions from a sensational event has resulted in increased respect for the
Board and its demonstrated courage and sincerity. This type of activity re fl ects
responsibility as well as sensitivity and should be supported. Indeed, the need to ensure
that the most informed views possible are available to the Canadian public, warrants the
commitment of a continuous effort.
The responsibility and the objectives are clearly articulated in the Mission
Document. They must be reflected in practice and presented to the media in an assertive,
professional manner.
Purpose:
1.

To be open and accountable to the public, to increase public awareness and
subsequently support for the Board.

2.

To fulfill the mandate of providing the public with information in
accordance with government policy on communications, the Parole
Regulations and the Mission Document.

3.

To respond to the media in a consistent, professional, informative manner.
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Proposed Strategies:
a.

Ensure that the government guidelines covering communications and the
requirements of pertinent and relevant legislation and regulations are
understood and implemented.

b.

Consider the establishment of a Media Advisory Council which would be
called on to provide advice and guidance on ways and means of improving
media relations.

Such a Council could include, in addition to members of the worldng media,
representatives of schools of journalism, respected media relations specialists and
representatives from the Canadian Public Relations Institute and/or the Canadian segment
of the International Association of Business Communicators.
c.

Related to the above, consideration could be given to the presentation of
awards to representatives of the media who contribute significantly to
enhancing public understanding of conditional release.

To avoid possible criticism that might reflect unfairly on either the Board or the
media, the award could be provided by the Board but the recipient selected by
representatives of a professional association or associations concerned with the media
and/or criminal justice.
d.

A media relations handbook for all Board and staff members should be
developed which provides clear guidelines, in precise operational terms, for
their contacts with the media.

e.

Monitor and analyze media reports and take appropriate subsequent action.

f.

Implement a roving ambassador or trouble-shooter role for an experienced,
efficient media relations expert to reinforce positive relationships and to
develop and maintain such relationships with the ever-changing ranks of the
working media across Canada.

g.

Provide updated media reports as quickly as possible to all regional offices.

h.

As a precautionary and proactive measure, monitor requests from the media
under Access to Information legislation to identify potentially sensitive
reports prior to their publication and take appropriate action.

i.

On an annual basis, conduct visitations to all major media by the
chairperson.

j.

Make Parole Board hearings accessible to the media.

The Report of the Standing Committee has recommended that parole hearings be
open to the public unless, on application to the Parole Board, it is decided to close a
hearing, in whole or in part, for reasons of privacy or security. If this recommendation of
the Report is acted upon, the media would automatically have access. A more modest
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endeavour would be to permit the media access to the hearings to report on proceedings,
but not for the purpose of individual interviews with any of the participants in the process.
k.

In cooperation with the Correctional Service of Canada and voluntary
agencies, provide regular formal and informal educational sessions for
members of the media to increase their knowledge of conditional release.

1.

Careful consideration should be given to the possibility of publishing Board
decisions, with appropriate editing to protect individual privacy. (If
implemented, this initiative would increase the appreciation of interested
observers and would significantly reduce any impression of either arbitrary
or cavalier attitudes.)

m.

Consideration should also be given to disclosing to the media information
related to revocations to provide the public with an awareness that "risk"
and "protection of the public" are central considerations.

n.

Review the Public Service announcements developed in the Pacific Region
and consider their possible application on a national basis. Consideration
should also be given to the possibility of their conversion to video tape for
television purposes.

o.

A number of prepared articles or releases should be developed specifically
for weekly newspapers. In addition, the Board should be represented at the
annual conference of the Canadian Weeldy Newspapers Association.

Similar special articles and contributions should be developed for professional or
special target audience magazines, for example, publications of the Canadian Association of
Psychologists, the Canadian Bar Association, and others as well as groups within the
public such as women, youth, senior citizens, and native peoples.
p.

Develop a list of successful former parolees who are prepared to share their
experiences with the media.

Indeed, a beginning list is in the process of compilation as a result of this study and
includes a parole officer, a recipient of the Governor General's Award for Literature, and a
leading educator in criminal justice.
cl.

An annual review recounting achievements should be developed which
would include a stand-alone section on operational statistics.

In reporting parole outcomes, "preventative decisions", or, parole revocations
arising from technical violations, should not be included in the "failure" statistic. The
provision of a glossary of terms would also be most helpful.

r.

All major media outlets should be provided with a list of the designated
spokespersons for the Board both at the national and regional levels.

s.

Critical incident response plans should be developed and, as part of these
plans, consideration given to having one office or one spokesperson for a
sensational incident.
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This will require close co-ordination with the Correctional Service of Canada. The
media does not make disce rn ing distinctions between the responsibilities of the National
Parole Board and the Correctional Service of Canada. They and the public have little or no
tolerance for, what they perceive to be, fine bureaucratic distinctions.
t.

Special care must be taken in the delivery of information to the media.

Key documents and publications should be delivered in person or by messenger
and addressed to a specific individual. Such a practice would also strengthen a personal
rather than a bureaucratic relationship.
u.

As previously expressed, there is a need to provide leadership, functional
supervision, and assistance to full-time communications representatives in
the regions.

Regional representatives must be given all available support, assistance and
functional guidance from National Headquarters. All communications staff and designate,d
spokespersons should meet on a regular basis to ensure a common basic approach and to
facilitate the exchange of positive and negative experiences. Part of the available support
should be the availability of a resource person from Headquarters in the event of a major
critical incident. This person would be brought into play at the request of the region or on
the decision of the Chairperson. In addition, this individual could serve as a roving
ambassador for the Board with the media and an informal auditor and facilitator of the
media relations program.
One final fundamental comment, the communications plan or even the media aspect
of it, will not provide a consistent flame to enlighten the Canadian public but merely an
intermittent flicker sparked by sensational events unless there is a commitment of specific
full-time positions in the regions and headquarters.

Without these developments, neither leadership nor a consistent energetic effort is
possible.
PRIORITY NUMBER 4 - General Public

Citizens react and feel threatened by reports of violent crimes perpetrated by those
on conditional release. Despite evidence to the contrary, they sense that the level of violent
crime in Canada is increasing and is identical with that of the United States. Against this
perceptual background, it is difficult for them to perceive the National Parole Board as
contributing to the protection of society.
To counter these misconceptions, actual performance must be cited and
communication efforts, must give increasing credence to that portion of the Mission
Document which reads:
"Conditional release facilitates the timely reintegration of offenders by providing
them ... with opportunities to establish themselves in the community as law-abiding
citizens. The Board, in providing opportunities for reintegration, cont ri butes to the
protection of society by setting conditions suitable to each individual and, if
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required, by returning the offender to custody or reducing the constraints
imposed... As well, consistent with the protection of society, the Board must refuse
conditional release where the community would be subject to undue risk."
That is the function and the message that the Board should stress in order "to
enhance public understanding and acceptance of our role through active and responsive
communication with the public."
Putpose:
1.

To inform the public.

2.

Promote greater understanding.

3.

Develop increased confidence.

4.

Gain greater support for the discretionary conditional release.

Proposed Strategies:

a.

Evaluate existing NPB publications designed for general public
consumption; make appropriate revisions and increase their readability.

b.

With the assistance of the Consultation Centre and the CSC, use
conferences, exhibits, and other gatherings to increase the visibility and
availability of such publications.

c.

Org an ize and develop a Speakers' Bureau to support and encourage Board
and staff members to take the message to the public.

d.

Develop a speech kit and a new sheet of "facts" which provides key current
statistical information that is updated, at least, on a quarterly basis.

e.

Provide training sessions for Board members in effective public spealdng
and in media relations to cover general presentations, special publics and
crisis situations.

f.

Hopefully, in co-operation with other units of the Ministry, participate in
local exhibitions in order to project the role of the NPB and its relationship
to the total Ministry .

g.

Develop a listing and supply of audio-visual material available for
presentation to public meetings.

h.

Develop a more effective timely response to concerns expressed in
correspondence from members of the general public using, at least as an
interim measure, telephone contact and access to local NPB or CSC
representatives to cope with the more urgent concerns.

i.

Consider, at least on a pilot project basis in the Ontario Region, the
establishment of a Zenith number to deal with public conce rn s and requests.
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J.

Work in co-operation with other Canadian paroling authorities and in
consultation with the American Association of Paroling Authorities to
develop and apply promising or proven strategies to gain public confidence.

k.

Voluntarily submit the National Parole Board for consideration of
accreditation in accordance with the standards developed by the Canadian
Criminal Justice Association.

Such a move would indicate to the public that the National Parole Board meets or
exceeds the best professional standards developed by the leading Canadian professional
organization in the field.
1.

On a quarterly basis, using the Gallup Omnibus Poll or other public opinion
survey method, run a repetitive question to assess the impact of
communications strategies on the public level of confidence in the Board.

PRIORITY NUMBER 5 - Inmates and Parolees

The Board exists to consider the desire of inmates to return to the community and
the desirability of their doing so. Once returned to the community, as a result of
conditional release, it is their subsequent performance that is of paramount importance.
Therefore, it is essential that a communications plan include consideration of those, who
upon release, represent the faith and the fate of the Board, i.e. the offenders themselves.
Clear direction in this regard is provided in the Mission Document:
"The National Parole Board will respect the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms and act proactively in its application which will assist the Board in
malcing quality decisions. The Board is committed to provide decisions that are
fair, impartial, equitable, responsible, rational, consistent and understandable, as
well as timely, thorough and well documented. These qualities must also be
reflected in the processes and information provided to support decision-making.
"Recognition and respect for the dignity of the individual demand that the Board be
sensitive to and demonstrate respect for the social and cultural differences of
individual offenders."
"Based on our recognition of the dignity of the individual, the humane, fair,
equitable individualized and impartial assessment of offenders is critical to
achieving our mission. As individuals, offenders are entitled to the protection
guaranteed within the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. They must be notified of
the information the Board will use in its decision-maldng and have a chance to
respond. We will strive to have our policies and procedures clearly written,
available, and easily understood. Enabling offenders to be informed participants in
the decision-maldng process contdbutes to quality decisions."
"We must continue to strive to demonstrate our recognition of the dignity of the
individual in all our dealings with offenders. This core value will serve to challenge
us to provide improved services and is critical to the achievement of our mission."
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"We recognize that for ... offenders and their respective families, our decisions are
of critical importance. We will therefore strive to exercise the highest degree of
sensitivity in respect in our dealings with those primarily affected by our processes
and decisions."
The government policy on communications specifically addresses, "communicating
with disadvantaged publics" indicating that a particular effort shall be made to reach them.
While offenders are not specifically mentioned, their inclusion may well be inferred by the
reference to ... "those who may be disadvantaged as a result of a speech, mobility,
learning, psychiatric or mental impairment."
Purpose:
1.

To provide information to inmates and parolees that is prerequisite to their
responsible participation in the total parole process.

2.

To ensure that there is adequate available information to the offender's
friends, family and resource persons to enable them to provide necessary
support to the parole process.

Proposed S irate gies:
a.

Review existing publications to ensure that the information is current and
offered in the clearest and simplest language possible.

b.

Develop appropriate audio-visual material to heighten inmate awareness of
parole policies and procedures.

c.

As part of the evaluation of current publications mentioned above, enlist the
assistance of a select group of articulate inmates to review existing
brochures and printèd material and to participate, at least as consultants, in
the development of proposed publications.

d.

With the co-operation of the Correctional Service of Canada, identify
individual relatively mature and responsible inmates who could serve as
consultants or "coaches" to fellow inmates preparing parole plans and
applications.

There are a number of highly intelligent, articulate long-term offenders who
represent an untapped resource for their fellow inmates. The same individuals could render
a considerable service to the Board in providing significant feedback on proposed
communications endeavours focussed on inmates. Some select lifers and long-term
inmates have much to offer in this supportive and advisory role.
e.

Invite significant inmate groups to submit briefs on specific proposals and
topics, e.g., 10-Plus Clubs, Native Brother or Sisterhoods, Lifer's Groups,
A.A. groups, etc.

f.

Where they exist, provide information and/or articles to inmate papers on
chosen parole topics.
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g.

Where possible, employ inmates and parolees to provide drafts of
informational material designed for inmates.

h.

Develop a brochure or manual for family and friends of the parole applicant
or parolee.

The best ancillary resource to both the offender and the parole process is a
significant, positive, influential family member or friend.
Efforts should be made to increase their influence and support. A modest
beginning would be the development of a brochure focussing on their potential positive
role.
j.

With the co-operation of the Correctional Service of Canada, a discussion
guide could be developed to encourage the establishment of discussion
groups, including inmates and significant others, to better assist them in
facing mutual problems associated with conditional release.

J.

Using the Report on the Reintegration of Native Offenders, develop special
procedures to arouse the interest of native inmates, organizations and
communities and substantially increase the parole grant rate for Natives.

k.

A handbook on pardon should be developed and given wide circulation to
include community-based offices of the Correctional Service of Canada, the
Consultation Centre and voluntary agencies operating in this field.

This information is necessary to reduce or, hopefully, eliminate the practice of
former offenders paying organizations and individuals to pursue ordinary pardons on their
behalf.
FRIORITY NTJMBER 6 - International Colleagues

Canada has one of the best conditional release systems in the world. The National
Parole Board gained international respect and recognition for having focussed world-wide
attention on international agreements for the transfer of offenders at the 1975 United
Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of the Offender and,
subsequently, having played a leading role in implementing such exchange agreements with
other nations.
The National Parole Board has a responsibility to keep abreast of significant
developments in other jurisdictions and, at the same time, make a continuing contribution to
the development of effective parole processes in other countries.
The development of the Mission Document is in itself a significant achievement and
one definitely worth sharing internationally as a bold and demanding philosophical
statement.
Relative to the international criminal justice community, the Mission Document
makes the following references:
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"We must encourage and support research and evaluation efforts which will
contribute to the continued development of our knowledge and information base.
We will foster an active exchange of information with our colleagues throughout the
criminal justice system, nationally and internationally, and with agencies and
individuals who share common interests in social justice issues."
Purpose:
1.

To contribute to the development of effective parole processes in other
countries.

2.

To increase the possibilities for Canadians to complete in Canada sentences
imposed in other countries.

3.

To be aware of and benefit from significant developments in other
countries.

4.

To bring to Canada, and Canadians, appropriate recognition for positive
achievements in the field of parole.

Pro_posed Strategies:

a.

Maintain membership and participation in major organizations and forums
such as the United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the
Treatment of the Offender, the American Correctional Association, the
American Association of Parole Authorities, the Council of Europe, the
Society for the Reform of the Criminal Law, and other similar
organizations.

b.

Seek some continuing relationship, albeit observer status, with the Council
of Europe, and in particular the sub-committee dealing with criminal justice
matters.

c.

Explore the possibility of similar relationships with the Asian-Pacific
Correctional Administrators Conference.

d.

Actively seek participation and membership in the Commonwealth
Correctional Administrators Association.

e.

In co-operation with the Canadian Criminal Justice Association and the
American Correctional Association, lend support to the development of
Corrections International, a proposed organization dedicated to the
improvement of all aspects of corrections through the exchange of concepts
and achievements at the international level.

f.

Contribute to the organization, planning and documentation required for
Canadian participation in the 1990 United Nations Congress on the
Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of the Offender with particular
reference to those themes related to alternatives to incarceration and
community corrections.
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Consideration should be given to the formulation of a specific Resolution, relative
to Conditional Release, sponsored by Canada.
g.

Through the above organizations and through bilateral agreements,
encourage the possibility of Board and staff exchanges with other
jurisdictions.

h.

Provide support to the proposal for an International Congress on
Corrections to be hosted by Canada, possibly in 1991.
Provide leadership in proposing that the United Nations Social Defence
Section develop Standard Minimum Rules for the Supervision of Offenders
in the Community.

These would be the community counterpart of the Standard Minimum Rules for
Incarcerated Offenders.
j.

Give consideration to sponsoring a visiting fellowship which would enable
our criminal justice system to benefit from the contributions of an
internationally recognized leader in correctional administration, research
and/or programs.

k.

Contribute articles and short informative messages on Canadian
developments to international publications, including the new Corrections
International publication.

An Observation

These initiatives, in their totality, represent considerable demands on time, money
and expertise. However, without such an expenditure of effort and resources, the glimpses
of parole afforded Canadians will continue to be confined to the lurid news of tragic
offences committed by very few criminals on conditional release.
In the past, the Board has suffered from a combination of very limited
communications resources and even less planning or direction. The communications
guidelines, if adhered to, will be a considerable help in the provision of direction and
planning. Central agencies must consider the provision of communications resources on
the basis of the public need for information rather th an on the size and magnitude of the
organization involved. There is a well-documented need for public education in the
criminal justice field and, most particularly, in relation to parole. Resources should flow to
meet this crucial need.
It is of considerable conce rn , that despite growing research evidence of public
misunderstanding of the criminal justice system and parole in particular, there are relatively
meagre funds available to mount the required public education programs. Most Canadians
are conce rn ed about the perceived threat of violent crime. That perception must be dealt
with and placed in proper perspective. Parole cannot exist without the support and
participation of an informed public. That support and participation will not be forthcoming
if parole is not understood. Public understanding will not be achieved without an influx of
resources enabling the implementation of these objectives. Withholding these resources
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will result in the deterioration and possible demise of discretionary conditional release in
Canada. Hopefully, the strong emphasis of the Standing Committee Report on the
fundamental need for public education will significantly increase the availability of
necessary resources.
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SECTION III
The End of the Beeinning

A good communications program is a significant indicator of good management.
An effective communications program results in a major sustained emphasis on people,
whether they may be members of the Board, staff members, inmates or citizens, and
requires their participation and support.
The underlying philosophy for a sound communications program is inherent within
the Mission Document. The endeavours and proposals of this report are driven by the
Mission Document but, in turn, can give that document life, and prevent it from becoming a
statement without substance - a fancy label on an empty bottle.
With demonstrated initiative and the experience gained through the implementation
of these recommendations, the National Parole Board will have exercised commitment,
courage and candour in developing a program capable of gaining the understanding and
support of C an adi an s. It will also be in a position to offer a degree of leadership to the total
criminal justice system. With these initiatives well underway, the National Parole Board
could well issue a challenging invitation to other federal agencies, as well as provincial and
voluntary agencies, to join forces in a total planning process that could well lead to a
consortium or alliance dedicated to pursue shared communications goals rather than expend
meagre resources in more parochial and narrowly defined areas of operations. This venture
would move towards meeting an obvious need of Canadians for information on all aspects
of the criminal justice system and is completely in keeping with both the spirit and the letter
of major government policy on communications.
Starting with related units within the Ministry of the Solicitor General, this initiative
might then move on to include, sequentially, Justice, other federal ministries and provincial
rninistries. Special attention should also be given to the inclusion of non-governmental
organizations active in direct service and/or concerned with the positive development of
Canadia.n criminal justice policies. Indeed, the non-governmental organizations could be a
most significant, catalytic participant in encouraging and enlisting the support of both
federal and provincial government departments through their national, provincial and local
units and affiliates.
Certainly the Report of the Standing Committee, Taking Responsibility, strongly
supports the involvement of the voluntary section. "... So that citizens in local
communities may be more actively engaged in activities which increase their understanding
of the criminal justice system." This involvement has special meaning for the parole
process. As in many instances, a successful release plan is dependent upon citizens
providing housing, employment, counselling, supervision, reconciliation and other
services required by the conditional release process.
There exists a very real challenge to the Ministry of the Solicitor General and the
Ministry of Justice to improve public understanding and appreciation of all aspects of the
Canadian criminal justice system. Otherwise, we will continue to react to false public
perceptions and be pushed into policies and programs that may appease the prevalent or
popular view but not necessarily meet the major needs of the field. In a democracy, public
agencies must be subject to the will of the people but public agencies also have the
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responsibility to provide leadership and inform the public so that its expressed will is more
rational than emotional.
Numerous observers have focussed attention on the lack of public understanding
regarding the criminal justice system:
"A strategy is required to concentrate resources where they are most needed, relying
on less costly though appropriately firm, community-based alternatives for the less
violent offender ...
"As a first step, we think the use of incarceration as a sanction should begin to be
guided by the reality of the problem of crime in our society and not the public's
perception of the problem. Although our crime rate has remained relatively stable
over the past few years, our incarceration rate has increased by more than 10
percent since 1980. From 97 per 100,000 population in 1980 to 111 per 100,000
in 1986.
"In spite of the fact that our rate of violent crime is only one-fifth as great as that of
the U.S., Canada incarcerates individuals at almost one-half of the incarceration rate
in the United States. ...We are using incarceration more than any other national in
the western world except the United States.
"A look at public beliefs about crime in Canada suggests why we continue to
tolerate such high rates of incarceration. The results of a recent Gallup survey
show that the average Canadian believes crime to be about five times as prevalent as
it is. About half of all crime is believed to be violent whereas in fact only about
eight percent of crime involves violence. Sixty-six percent of Canadians believe
murders have increased in recent years when in fact the rate has declined.
Moreover, Canadians seem to believe that our Courts send far fewer convicted
persons to prison than in fact they do, particularly for such violent crimes as
robbery.
"In essence, the image Canadians have of crime is considerably out of touch with
reali ty.
"A major effort is needed to reshape Canadians' beliefs about crime in order to gain
their support for a more rational allocation of our correctional resources." 7

Quo Vadimus?
It would seem that the criminal justice system, of which the National parole Board
is an integral part, can be pushed towards more restrictive measures or it can choose to be
more assertive and create a higher degree of public understanding that will result in more
positive and promising policies.
Part of the realistic message that must be conveyed to the Canadian public is that,
despite the most careful decision-making process, there will be inevitable, but, hopefully
7

Redirecting Corrections: Carson, John; Porporino, Frank - Policy Options/Options
Politiques, Volume 7 (2) 1986.
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fewer, failures in the future. There is an inherent risk in managing risk and attempting to
predict individual human behaviour. Such errors can, and will, be reduced. However, the
negative impact on the total system can also be greatly reduced if an effective
communications program is mounted. Such an effort must convince Canadians that parole
decision-maldng is a difficult, complex task carried out by responsible, qualified citizens in
an independent, objective process that carefully assesses the risk to society, the potential
rehabilitation of the offender and the concerns of the victim. All of these elements are
clearly enunciated in the Mission Document and provide a philosophy for parole that
reflects the cherished values of our Canadian society.
As a result, the responsibilities of the National Parole Board warrant the support
and, wherever possible, the participation of the individual Canadian.

It has been said that, "For the harm done by the individual criminal, he is
responsible; but for the harm done by wrong methods in dealing with the criminal when
better methods are lcnown, for that our whole society is responsible." 8 Our system of
sanctions should not just be worthy of the offender but worthy of our society and our value
system.
Competency, commitment, creativity and change are the hallmarks of successful
management in corrections. To these, we could well add - effective communications. A
consistent approach employing commitment, courage and candour will sustain public
confidence in the Board despite aberrant but inevitable sensational incidents. The National
Parole Board can make a significant contribution and set a challenging example for the
whole criminal justice system by embarking on a planned professional public information
program that is in keeping with both the Parole Regulations and the Mission Document.
In such an endeavour, there is more than enough challenge; there is endless effort
required but there are also major benefits for our total society.
The Board must provide overwhelming evidence that it is indeed "open and
accountable" or subject itself to being seen as "closed and exposable." The philosophy is
in place, embodied in the Mission Document; the resources can be sought; the prize, public
understanding and support, is priceless. Only the question remains: "Do we have the
will?"

8

Herbert Morrisson, former Home Secretary for the United ICingdom.
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SECTION III
La fin du cpmmencement

Un bon programme portant sur les communications est l'indicateur important d'une bonne
gestion. Un programme efficace de communication nous oblige à mettre l'accent sur les gens,
qu'il s'agisse des membres de la Commission, des employés, des détenus ou des citoyens, et il
nécessite leur participation et leur appui.
La philosophie qui sous-tend un bon programme relatif aux communications est écrite en
toutes lettres dans l'Énonçé de mission. Les activités et les propositions évoquées dans le présent
rapport s'inspirent de l'Enoncé de mission, mais, à leur tour, elles peuvent lui donner vie et
l'empêcher de devenir un énoncé sans substance - une étiquette fantaisiste sur une bouteille vide.
Par son esprit d'initiative et par l'expérience qu'elle aura acquise grâce à la mise en oeuvre
de ces recommandations, la Commission nationale des libérations conditionnelles aura démontré
son engagement, son énergie et sa franchise dans l'élaboration d'un programme capable de rallier
la compréhension et l'appui des Canadiens. Elle sera également en mesure de jouer un rôle
prépondérant dans mesures seront entreprises par la Commission, il se pourrait qu'elles exercent
un effet d'émulation sur les autres organismes fédéraux ainsi que sur les organismes provinciaux et
bénévoles et qu'elles les poussent à faire front commun en faveur d'un processus de planification
total, processus qui pourrait donner naissance à une alliance ou à une ligue résolue à poursuivre
des objectifs communs en matière de communcations plutôt qu'à consacrer des ressources déjà
comptées à des activités étroitement définies et de caractère paroissial. Un tel ralliement
contribuerait largement à répondre aux besoins évidents d'information des citoyens sur tous les
aspects du système de justice pénale, et il serait tout à fait conforme à l'esprit et à la lettre de
l'importante politique du gouvernement en matière de communications.
Commençant par des sections connexes au sein du Ministère du Solliciteur général, la
mesure préconisée pourrait alors s'étendre au ministère de la Justice, puis à d'autres ministères
fédéraux et aux ministères provinciaux. On devrait songer également à y inclure les organisations
non gouvernementales intéressées par les services à la population ou préoccupées par l'orientation
des politiques canadiennes en matière de justice pénale. En fait, les organisations non
gouvernementales pourraient jouer un rôle non négligeable, un rôle catalyseur, qui consisterait à
provinciales et locales et par le biais de leurs satellites.
À l'évidence, le rapport du Comité permanent, Des responsabilités à assumer, est en faveur
de la participation du secteur bénévole. II faut, selon lui, que les citoyens des collectivités locales
participent davantage aux activités propres à accroître leur compréhension du système de justice
pénale. Cette participation est porteuse d'un message spécial pour le processus de la libération
conditionnelle. Comme c'est souvent le cas, la qualité d'un projet de sortie dépend de la bonne
volonté de citoyens disposés à fournir logements, emplois, conseils, surveillance, efforts de
réconciliation, ainsi que les autres services indispensables au processus de mise en liberté sous
condition.
Il est absolument essentiel que le Ministère du Solliciteur général et le ministère de la Justice
prennent à tâche d'améliorer les connaissances du public au chapitre du système canadien de justice
pénale. Autrement, nous devrons continuer de réagir aux idées fausses du public et d'être
constraints d'adopter des politiques et des programmes qui apaiseront sans doute l'opinion
prédominante ou populaire sans répondre pour autant aux importants besoins dans ce domaine.
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Dans une démocratie, les corps constitués sont assujettis à la volonté du peuple, mais il incombe à
ces corps constitués de que la volonté exprimée par celui-ci soit plus rationelle qu'émotionnelle.
De nombreux observateurs ont relevé avec à-propos ce manque d'information du public
relativement au système de justice pénale:
"Il faut une stratégie pour concentrer les ressources à l'endroit où le besoin s'en fait le plus
sentir, en recourant, pour l'infracteur moins violent, à des solutions de rechange moins
coûteuses, mais des solutions suffisamment fermes, des solutions qui reposent sur la
collectivité...
"Au départ, nous croyons que l'on devrait commencer à recourir à l'incarcération comme
sanction en tenant compte de la seule réalité du problème que pose la criminalité dans notre
société, et non en tenant compte de la façon dont le public perçoit ce problème. Bien que
notre taux de criminalité soit demeuré relativement stable au cours des dernières années,
notre taux d'incarcération a augmenté de plus de 10 pour cent depuis 1980. Il est passé de
97 pour 100 000 habitants en 1980 à 111 pour 100 000 habitants en 1986.
"Malgré que notre taux de crime avec violence ne represente qu'un cinquième du taux qui
prévaut aux Etats-Unis, le taux d'incarcération au Canada équivaut à près de la moitié du
taux d'incarcération qui prévaut aux Etats-Unis. Nous recourons à l'incarcération plus que
tout autre nation du monde occidental, hormis les Etats-Unis.
"Il suffit d'examiner les croyances que le public entretient au sujet du crime au Canada pour
comprendre pourquoi nous tolérons encore des taux d'incarcération aussi élevés. Un
sondage Gallup effectué récemment montre que, d'après le Canadien moyen, la fréquence
des crimes est à peu près cinq fois ce qu'elle est en réalité. Il croit qu'environ la moitié de
tous les crimes sont des crimes avec violence, mais, en réalité, environ huit pour cent
seulement des crimes sont commis avec violence. Soixante-six pour cent des Canadiens
croient que les meurtres ont augmenté ces dernières années, mais, en réalité, leur nombre a
diminué. Au surplus, les Canadiens semblent croire que nos tribnaux envoient derrières les
barreaux beaucoup moins de personnes condamnées que ne le révèlent les chiffres réels, en
particulier pour des crimes violents comme le vol qualifié.
"Essentiellement, l'image que les Canadiens entretiennent de la criminalité est tout à fait
hors de propos et ne correspond pas à la réalité.
"Nous devons nous efforcer de rectifier les croyances des Canadiens au sujet de la
criminalité afi n de gagner leur soutien en faveur d'une répartition plus rationnelle de nos
ressources correctionnelles. 7 (TRADUCTION)
Quo Vadimus ?

Le système de justice pénale, dont fait partie intégrante la Commission nationale des
libérations conditionnelles, peut, semble-t-il, être conduit à adopter des mesures plus restrictives ou
bien choisir d'être plus proactif et de favoriser un niveau plus élevé de compréhension de la part du
public, un niveau qui soit propice à l'adoption de politiques positives et prometteuses.
Corrections: Carson, John; Porporino, Frank - Policy Options/Options Politiques,
Volume 7 (2) 1986.
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Le message réaliste qu'il faut inculquer dans l'esprit du public canadien est en partie que,
malgré le processus décisionnel le plus minutieux qui soit, il y aura inévitablement des événements
fâcheux, qui, espérons-nous, seront en nombre moins élevé. C'est là le risque inhérent à la
gestion du risque et à la prévision du comportement de l'individu. Le nombre d'erreurs peut
diminuer, et il diminuera. Toutefois, l'effet négatif que subit le système tout entier peut aussi être
réduit considérablement si l'on met en place un programme efficace de communications. Il faut
convaincre les Canadiens que les décisions touchant la libération conditionnelle constituent une
tâche difficile et complexe, une tâche dont s'acquittent des citoyens responsables et compétents
dans le cadre d'un processus indépendant et objectif. Ce processus permet une évaluation
minutieuse du risque pour la société, des possibilités de réinsertion sociale de l'infracteur et des
ncé de mission
préoccupations de la victime. Chacun de ces éléments figure clairement dans l'Éno
et traduit une philosophie de la libération conditionnelle qui rend compte des valeurs que chérit la
société canadienne.
C'est pourquoi les responsabilités qu'assume la Commission nationale des libérations
conditionnelles méritent l'appui et, lorsque cela est possible, la participation de chaque citoyen.
On a déjà affirmé que c'est le délinquant qui répond du mal qu'il a commis, mais que c'est
la société tout entière qui doit répondre du mal causé par l'emploi de mauvaises méthodes dans le
traitement du délinquant, lorsqu'il existe de meilleures méthodes. 8 il ne suffit pas que notre
système de sanction soit digne de l'infracteur, il faut encore qu'il soit digne de notre société et de
notre système de valeurs.
La compétence, l'engagement, l'originalité et le changement sont les marques d'une bonne
gestion dans le domaine correctionnel. A ces éléments, nous pourrions également ajouter des
communications efficaces. Une approche cohérente, qui fait preuve d'engagement, de fermeté et
de franchise, apportera la confiance du public dans la Commission, en dépit des événements à
sensations, sans doute anormaux, mais inévitables. La Commission peut apporter une contribution
importante au système de justice pénale tout entier et montrer l'exemple en adoptant un programme
réfléchi et professionnel d'information du public, un programme conforme tant au Règlement sur la
libération conditionnelle de détenus qu'à l'Enoncé de mission.
Une telle entreprise comprend plus que sa part de défi. Des efforts constants seront
nécessaires, mais la société tout entière en récoltera d'importants bénéfices.
La Commission se doit d'apporter la preuve irréfutable qu'elle agit effectivement de façon
ouverte et responsable, ou bien s'exposer à être perçue comme un organe fermé qu'il faut mettre à
découvert. La théorie est bien établie, enchassée dans l'Enoncé de mission. On peut partir en
quête des ressources. Le prix, la bienveillance et le soutien du public, est inestimable. Seule la
question demeure: "Avons-nous la volonté d'agir?".

8 Herbert Morrisson, ancien ministre de l'intérieur du Royaume-Uni.
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